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Mit dem vorliegenden Band gratulieren Kollegen, Freunde und
SchUler lIse Zimmermann zum 60. Geburtstag. AIle Beitrage nehmen
auf grammatische Themen Bezug, die in den Arbeiten der Jubilarin
einen zentralenPlatz einnehrnen und zu denen sie beachtenswerte
und vie1 beachtete ArbeitenverfaBt hat. Der Titel des Bandes
stelit zwei Aspekte der Sprachstruktur heraus, deren innerer
zusammenhang lIse Zimmermann seit vielen Jahren bescha.ttigt,
Wortstruktur und Satzstruktur. Ihre untersuchungen zu Nominali-
si~ru~gen im Russischen und Deutschen machten sie frUhzeitig auf
einen Faktenbereich aufmerksam, der in der Entwicklung der
Grammatiktheorie der jungsten Zeit eine wichtige Rolle spielen
solite. Ausgerustet mit fundierten F,aktenkenntnissen und einer
sensibili~at fur theoretische Probleme geh6rte sie zu den
Linguisten, die als erste die allgemeinen Anregungen lexikalisch
orientierter Entwicklungen der Grammatiktheorie aufgriffenund
in sorqfaltiger Detailarbeit systematisch ausbauten. Die in den
vergangenen Jahren erschienenen Arbeiten von lIse Zimmermann sind
Bausteine zu einer theoretischen Erfassung der Beziehungen zwischen
Syntax und lexikalischer Struktur, an deren Zusammenfligung die
Jubilaririweiterarbeitet. AUc~ die Beitrage zur Satzmodusanalyse
sowie zu topologischen Aspekten der syntax verdanken
rIse Zimmermann wichtige Anregungen und helfende Krltik. Das aus-"
gepragte Interesse de.r .rubdLarLnvan der Diskussion wissenschaft-
licher Probleme verbunden ~it der Fahigkeit, Partner a~zuregen,
bewirkte in nicht wenigen Fallen, daB Ideen aufgegriffen und ver-
arbeitet wurden, ohne daB deren Quelle genUgend 'qeutlich wird.
Mit diesem Band bedanken sich die Beitrager ganz herzlich fUr
die mit menschlidher Warme und kollegialem Verstandnis vermittelten
Anr~gungen und Kritiken der Jubilarin, die sie auch in Zukunft
nicht missen m6chten.
Berlin, Marz 1989 W. Motsch
EVENT NOMINALIZATIONS: PROPOSALS AND PROBLEMS
1. Introduction
The relation between constructions like those in (1) and ~2) has
been a permanent topic in the development of Generative Grammar:
(1) (a) He called me shortly before you arrived in,Berlin.
(b) 'He called me shortly before your arrival in Berlin.
(2) (a) ~t took them two years 'to reconstruct the building.
(b) The reconstruction of the building 'took them two years.
Early attempts to accQunt for the relati~n in question considered
the (b)-sentences as transformationally related to the (a)-sentences
in pairs like (1) und (2). The classical study of LEES (1960) pro-
vi~ed the most extensive analysis exemplifying that period. An im-
portant reorientation concerning these and a wide range of other
phenomena was proposed in CHOMSKY (1970), initiating the so-called
Extended Standard Theory. -Within this framework, the relation
between the (a)- und (b)-sentences was not based on syntactic
transformations, but rather on lexical processes relating pairs
like arrive/arriv~l, construct/construction, etc. Further elabora-
tion and modLfLcat.Lon of the theory I including in particular work
on Lexical Morphology in KIPARSK~ (1982), on the principles of
X-Bar~Syntax and on the theory of a-Roles as summarized 1n CHOMSKY
(1981) and related work, clarified the nature of this sort of
lexical relatedness and its syn~actic consequences. The picture
emerging from this development can provisionally be characterized
by the following traits:
(A) Nominaliz~tion -- like other ~rocesses of ,derivational morpho-
logy -- is based on an intralexical morphological operation
_which determines the morphologicaL, syntactic, and semantic
properties of the derived noun (to the extent to which these
properties are systematic, d s e ,' predictable) .
(B) ~ crucial factor determining the syn~actic properties of a
lexical "item is its a-Grid,_ Lve , the argument structure of the
item in ques~ion. A constitutive aspect of the operation in (A)
is thus the specification of the der~ved a-Grid of the result-
ing noun.2 -
. ' (C) Since nominalization is a lexical process,;derived nouns are
9ubject to various sorts of idiosyncrasies, which are not
predictable from thei~ constituent parts.
In the following discussion, I will explore some of the consequences
a~d problems resulting for event nominalizations from ~he picture
indicated by (A) - (C).
For the sake of concreteness, the ~iscussion wil~ center on,event
nominalization in German, leaving aside the question whether and, in
which way specific parameters of German must be sWitch~d~in order
to account for similar phe~omena in other. languages.'Although tne
idiosyncrasies acknowledged in (C)· are pervasive, bound to both
la~~uage particular ,and item specific conditions, the focus of the
discussion will be on the general principles involved in (A) fC)
on the basis of which the idiosyncrasies arise, rather than the
irregularities as such.
The morphological operation mentioned in (Al will be restricted
t9 affixation as exemplified, in pairs like ~-enlWarn-~ (warn/
warping), erober-~/~-~ (conquer/conquest), .etro , I will not
deal with the problem whether all morphological processes ~- in-
cluding so-called zero-derivation as, in fall-en/Fall (fall/fall),
or a~ternations as in spring-en/Sprung ,(jump/jump) -~ are to be
assimilated to affixation. It wi~l become obvious, though, that the
principles involved ~n affixation are relevant for morphological
processes. in gene~al.
In, ord~r to give a ~rief accoJnt of the prInciples involved iin
(A) uhd (B),I will_sketch the structure ~f lexical entries in
secti~n 2- ahd the basic assumptions about affixation in section 3•.
In section 4 to 6 some of the consequences and problems emerging
from this .account; with respect t? (C) will be discussed.
2. The structure of lexical ,entries'/
To begin with, I will assume that the Lexical ~ystem LS specifies
the structure of the lexical knowledge LnvoIved in the knowledge of
a particular language. LS consists of the system LE or'lexical
entries E ~f th~ language in question and the rules and principles
determining ,the structure of possible entries of LS. LE.cont~ins
all,.and only those entries which are not predictable on the basis
of other elements of LE ~nd the rules and principles of LS. In
- ;J -
other woras, LS is a computational system determining the structure
of possible lexical entries E, a.subset of which constitutes the
system LEof unpredictable, i.e. idiosyncratic entries. Notice that
the elements o~ LE, although unpredictable in one way or the other,
are nevertheless subject to the g~nera~ rules and principles of LB.
The unpredictablity concerns merely the particular information
specifying the elements of LE. \
LE contains a proper subset BLE of basic lexical entries, which
are morphologically primitive. Elements of LE that are not in BLE
are morphologically complex, but still unpredictable in one way or
the other. Thus words like Beginn (beginning), Umstand (circum-
stance) are morphologically complex, although their properties are'
no~ fully deriv.~ble, from bas,ic,elements by general ru~es and prin-
ciples. Let CLE be the set of compl.eX elements of LE. Obviously,
'CLE will contain among others nominalizations with idiosyncra~ic,
unpredictable properties.
For the sake of cOmpleteness, we might designate by PLE the set
of possibl~ lexical entrie~ determined by LS. PLE will comprise LE
and the set of fully predictable complex items, which ~ight be
called the se~ VLE of virtual lexical e~tries. Wh~t ~e are prim~ri­
ly interested d.n he~e ist the way in which LS determines the struc-
ture of elements of VLE, but also the light it sheds on the struc-
ture of elements of CLE·.
~lthopgh d t; might not always be easy to determine whether a
given element belongs to CLE or to VLEi the distinction in princip~;
Ie is'sufficiently clear. Some of the problems arising in this
respect will be taken up below. ;
It m~ght be useful for the further discussion to contrast the
lexicalsy~temLS with the me~tal lexicon~ which specif~es the
actua~ representation of_ l~xi2al knowLedqe in memory. ML can be
construed as a specific imptementation oe the computational system
LS in Ehe brain. '}'o:rma1ly it, comprises a proper sUbs~t of PLE to-
gether wIth properties and relations not determined by LSi such as
frequency of use, p~efer~ed int~rpretation, etc. The point to be;
noted here is that ML. might contain v~rtual elements al~ngsid~ ~~th
basic und unpredictable, but/complex elements of' LE, Hence the
distinction between fully predictable and idiosyncratic elem~nts,- '" - - 5 -
On this account, the syntactic combination of a lexical head with
a complement to which it assigns a a-Role amounts to functional
application as the corresponding semantic operation. Abbreviati~g
the SF of -~ by a semantic constant BERLIN of category 1, this
can be illustrated as follows:
Based on this notion of semantic form, a a-Role can be considered
as a lambda operator binding ~ pertinent variable in SF. In the
present case, we get two a-Roles, turning the propositional condi-
tion (4) into a two-place relation. 'Dropping the categorization,
we have (5) LndLcacLnq-Ehe SF<·and the a Grid of locative" in:
(6a) ist the syntactic structure oorr eapondf.nq e'o the' functional
J
<appLfcat.Lon of (5)to"the SF assigned to the NP ~, as zepze-:
sented in (6b). By standard lambda conversion, (6c) is derived from
(6b). Details aSidef assignment of a a-Role to a syntactic argument
amounts to-lambda conversion, e~iminating the a-Role in question
from the e-Grid. Thus in a r atiher specific sense the a-Grid of a
'lexic~l entry E constitutes the interface between the syntactic and
semantic i~formation of E: It makes variables in SF available .for
syntac~ic specification, thereby de~errnining the combinatorial pro-
perties of E. Two further points.are to be added in this respect.
J J
BERLIN
Berlin J
SF
in
LOX x 1 cc
~ n.oc x c:: LaC BERLIN~
y ~ rtoc x c: LOC y.l
• y x
'-v-'
a-Grid
(6) (a)
(b)
(a)
(5)
(4)
Elements of PLE, irrespective of whether they are basic, complex,
or virtual, ate to be considered as data structures,org~nizedin
accordance with the rules and principles of LB. Each element of PLE
consists of four components:
w~ich has a principled status in LS, does not necessarly play the
same role in ML. Although I' will not enter into the problems relat-
ed to the structure of ML, it will be helpful to keep in mind the
distinc~ion to be made between the computational structure of LS
and its implementation in terms of memory structures serving pro-
cesses of access and recognition in language use. For further dis-
cussion of this distinction see BIERWISCH (1 987) .
(3) (a) a specification of t.he phonological form PF
(b) a stru~tured set GF of grammatical features
(c) a a~Gridindicating the argument structure
(d) a specifiaatioh of the semantic form SF
The phonological form PF of an entry E is a (three dimensional,
multi-tiered) array of features specifying the contribution of E
to the PF-representatio~of expressions containi~g E. GF consists
of binary features specifying th~ syntactic category'of E, further
grammatical properties such as Gender, Number, Case, Person, etc.
arid morphological properties like inflection class, etc. The a-Grid
consists of a sequence of a-Roles determining the specific combi-
natorial pr~pertie~ of E, to Wpich we will return imm~diately. Tpe
s~antic form SF of E specifies the linguistically determined con-
ditions which E contributes to the conceptual interpretation of
ex~ressions contain~ng E.Hence SF is not a representa~ion of ,the
actual meaning of E, but rather a more abstract condition which
lexical knowledge imposes on possible meanings of E. More f0rmally,
SF can be stated as an expression of category 0 in,a categorial
system based on categorized constants and variables, where 0 is the
category of, propositions and 1 the category of objects or ent~ties.
For the sake of illustration, suppose that the SF of the locative
preposition in specifies the condition that the location of some
object x is contained in (or is part of) the location of some
object y. Formally:- 6 - - 7 -
First, avLambda operator ;:c constituting: a a-Role of E must be
associ4ted with Case or other grammatical£eatures identifying the
grammatical properties of the pertinent syntactic argument. In the
case of locative in, which requires a Dativ~-NP as its object, the
S-Role y wo~ld have to be associated with the feature C+ Oblique],
assuming .that this distinguishes Dative from Accusative. 'A still
simplified representation of -i~ would now' look as follows:
As to' (8a), the crucial property is that of a referential a-Role,
by means of which a lexical head (together with its syntacticargu-
ments) mayor must become·referential, i.~. interp~eted as referring
to an appropriate sort of entity. The most obvious case in p'oint is
provided by simple nouns like table or~ with only one S~Role in
their respective S-Grid, by means of which they may be used as re-
ferring to an suitable entity.
(7) linl ,-V, -N, -Dir) y
~ (LOC c:: LOC_y J x x
I
r-oan
~
~' ~F e-Grid,
According to what has been said ,above, a S-Grid is 'constituted
by a sequence of lambda operators '(9), w~ere' the ordering determines
the successive discharging of e-Roles with ~1 being the final e-Role
to be d Lecharqede
for n ?- 1
r
con4itions on e~Grids as follows:
S<1
the
(e)
(d)
(h)
(10) (a)
(b)
(9 )
There is exactly one designated a Role for each a-Grid.
~1 is a referential a-Role for the e~Gridof Nouns and
Verbs (Lve • the primary categories defi'ned by (.,r:.V r ..,.,tN]).
The desLqnet.ad e-Role is Q2 '" f or the" a-Grid ofVerbs,
Q1 citherwi~ "
Interhal a-R0les pr~cede the des~gnatede-Role,i.e. j> i
for Q. the designated and ~ . an internal a-Role.
~. 1 J
(e) X1 cannot be associated with lexically determined features.
(f) Only Lritiez-na.L a-Roles can 'be optional-.
(g) Optionality of e-Ro~es is leXically specified for ~N cate-
_gories, i.e. for Verbs atid Prepositions. , '.
lnternal 'a-Roles o£ +N categ~ries, i.e. Nouns and Adjectives,
are normally optional.
I will not ,discuss and motivate these pri~ciples in deta~l. Notice,
however, that it follows from (10) (a'), (b), and (c) that for,'Nouns
the designated and the referential S-Role must be ~denticalr while
for Verbs they must be distinct.-
\
I will conclude this sketch of the structure o~, lexical entries
with two examples illust:t:at,ing an add'itional'point~',whiChW'ill be- -.
come impor~ant for event nominalizations. Consider the following
oversimplified, entries for a'relational noun and a simple transi~'
tive verb:
:, We can now state, some of
(8) (a) A S-Role is e1:ther referential or non-referential.
(b) :A S-Role is either external or internal.
(e) A Ie-Rote is either obligatory or optional.
To begin with (Be) r an optional e-Role'may,or may'not be realize~.
If it is not realized, the corresponding variable in SF cannot be
syntactically specified, and functions as a parameter to be fixed
by conditions of conceptual interpretation.
Turning to (8b), an internal S-Ro+e must be assigned to a comple-
ment properly governed by the lexical head assigning the ,S-Role. The
status of an external e-Role is somewhat more complicated. As a
matter of fact, an external (or designa,ted) ,e-Role is to be realized
ina number of different, category-specific ways, which I wi'll not
spell out here in detail.
Grammatical features associated with a-Roles are assigned either by
- structural conditions eras idiosyncratic; lexical information.
Both structural und lexical assignment of feature to a·'·Roles is
subject to principles' belonging to the rules and principles of LS.
It mLqh t; be noted t~~ under"'this perspective the principles of
Case assignment aiscus~ed in CHOMSKY (1981) are to be construed as
" conditions determining tBa association of 'grammatical features with
S-Roles.
Tne second point concernes yet another aspect in terms of which
the S-~rid interrelates semantic and syntactic ,information. What is
at iSSU~" is t~" fact that further principles determine the structure
of possible S~Grids, depending on the syntactic £ategorization of
their le~ica~~ntr~~s. In order'to sketch these principles, three
\additional prope~ti~s of S-Roles are to be;introduced:- 8 - - 9 -
For further details and motivation concerning the structure of
lexical entries sketched so far, see BIERWISCH (1987a, 1988).
3. principles of affixation
Assuming the general structure of lexical entries as sketched so
far, we will turn now ,to the principles by me~ns of which the
lexical system LSgenerates complex lexical entries. The orienta-
tion of the following proposal is based on the con~ept of word
syntax as developed in SELKIRK (1982) and lexical morphology as
initiated by KIPARSKY (1982). A more detailed expos'LcLon of the
principles of affixation to be sketched below will be found in
B+ERWISCH (in preparation).
Whereas the SF of Sohn (son) should be selfexplanatory, that of
retten (rescue) requires some comments. The proposition ex RESCU~ yl
abbreviates a more complex condition ,the details of which heed not
'concern us here. This proposition is to be instantia~ed by an event
or situation z. This instantiation, provided ba a functor INST of
category (0/1)/0, relates a proposition to an event or situation.
It is a characteristic compon'~nt of the SF of verbs by means of
which they yield a referential interpretation.
Concerning, the e-Grids of (11~' and (12), we notice first that y
constitutes the only internal 8~Role i~ b~th entries. According to
(1Gh), Yis optional in (11.), whereas the yin (12) is obligatory,
because it is not lexically marked for optionality. According to·
(10c), ~ is the designatede~Rolein both (11) and (12), and it is
furthermore the referentlal e· Role in (11), while for (12) the
referential a-Role is z, as determined by (10b). Since this distin~­
tion is due to generalco~ditionson e-Grids, it has interesting
consequences for the effect of ~vent nomtnaLiaat Lon s While for the
verb retten the designated 'e-Roleis different from the referential
a-Role, the corresponding event noun Rettung must use its referen-
tial a-Role as its designated e-Role. We finally notice thatstruc-
tural Case features will be a s sLqned. to·y in (11) and (12), but only
in (12) also to the designated e-Role~. More specifically, the
~eatures specifying Genitive will be associated with y in (l1),
while in (12) the features, for Accusative and Nominative are assign-
ed to y and ::'e, respectively.,
[+N, -vI +Masc): y X [ex CHILD...,OF yI I\. tMALE x]]
Let me briefly comment on
/
in (10).
of (13).
Gonsider (13) as an additional condition on e-Grids
with the conditions
A
xn of an affix is· associated with a feature r~Fl identifying
a lexical category.
113 )
vation.
One 'might
alongside
the content and consequences
If an affix is the head of the construction it create~, it must
determine the syntactic an~ grammatical features assigned to it, as
Notive first, that kn· ist the "topmost" e...Role to be assigned
to the closest (and generally only) argument of the affix. As a
matter of fact, for affixes typically (bat not necessarily) we have
Qn "" ~1 . Secondly, the assignment of r.,c. Fl, identifying a major
lexical category xQ, must be a lexical property, as it defines the
affixal character of the entry in question. From this, it follows
that an affix by its very lexical properties takes a .lexical element
as its argument, forming a complex constituent of which it is the.
head. Let us suppose that this oonstrftuent;.. , unlike other head-com-
plement constructions, where the complement is itself a maximal
projection of some lexical head, is not a phrasal, but a lexical
constituent, i.e. it remains on the basic level in terms of X-Bar
theory.
The starting point is the assumption that the set BLE of basic
lexical entries comprises the system of (productive) affixes of the
language. Aff~xes are entries with specific properties, determining
their role in the formation of complex entries. Although a systema
R
~ic account of affixation would have to i~clude both derivational
.and inflectional elements, I will restrict atteneion here to deri
How, then, do affixes differ fro~ major category entries of the
sort illustrated in (11) and (12)? App~rently, affixes may e~hibit
.special properties with respect to all four components of a lexical
entry. As each of these components is subject to the rules and prin-
ciples of LS, and,furthermore the information contained in each of
these components 'must operate according to the rules and principles
of grammar in general, these specificities are not unrelated and
completely arbitrary. It seems, in fact, that they are all related
in one way or the other to a ~pecific property·of the a-Grid,
namely:
y Q z (z· INST ex RESCUE yll '-N, -vr
(11) /zo,n(;
(12) /ret/ ;- 10 -
is regu~!ed by the principles of X-Bar theory. And in fact, the ,
GF-component of complex lexical items is determined by that of its
suffix (in German, and other languages subject to the Right Hand
Head Condition for lexical items): trink-bar (drinkable) is'~n
Adjective fo~med from a Verb, TUrm-chen (little tower), is a Neuter
Noun derived from a Masculine Noun, etc. In order to be projected
according to general principleSi these, features must constitute the
GF-componertt of the affix. FrOm these considerations, it follows
that e.g. -bar must have a GF-component comprising [+V, +N], while
its (only) a-Role must' be associated with' t+V, -NJ. But now we seem
to run into a,conflict with the conditionsl stated in (10): If -bar-
is categorized as an Adjective, its a-Grid is to contain a desig-
nated e-Role,'po~sibly_alongside with optional internal a-Roles,
instead of the-a-Role characteristic of an affix. As a matter of
fact, -bar makes an Adjective, but isn't an adjective (as ~as been
pointed out to me by Wolfgang KLEIN, contrary to what e.9. H5HLE
(19B~) and others claim). We can resolve this conflict by giving
(13) the required interpretation: If ~13) app~ies to t~e a-Grid of
a, lexical item, -Ehe conditions of (10) are suspended. This boils
down to the consequences that a lexical entry satisfying (13) is
not a major lexical category, but will derive on~ by 'affixation. '
Further problems arise in this connection ~ith,prefiXes(which
cannot be proper heads), and inflections~ ~u~ I will skip them here.
The most important property related to (13) COncernes- the way in
which the a-Role of an affix as assigned to the/pertinent argument.
Formally,.an affix combines with its argument not'by functional
application, as illustrated in (6) for major'lexical categories,
but by functional composition. The difference in, question can be
indicated by the following oversimplifie~ illustration:
(14) (a) er ist nicht klug (b) er ist'unkl\lg
NOT CLEVER HE UN CLEVER HE , , I , I I
010
0/\ 1
0/0 0/1 1
\ / \/( I v.> . ~O a
,
Although both Eicht (not) and un- are semantically of category 0/0,
they combine with their respective arguments in 4ifferent ways:
- 11 -
NOT t;urns, by"" functional application, .a proposition into a pr'opoaf,-.
tion, UN combines by functional composition with a property into a
(complex) property of the same category. In other word9 , the complex
?~~dicate formed'by UN inherits the argument position of the ori~
giriiil,--,p:r:edicate~ This is in fact the c'rucial -property of affixes,
known as--i-n,her i tance of ar-qument; structure. The problem to be ac- , .
cou~ted- for ~n clearly-be seen, in the examples in (1): arrival,
although a Noun-whose head, ist the 'affix -al, inherits the argument '. , . -
,structure of the V~rb~1 albeit with' the specific conditiops
for their realization~associatedwith the nominal character of
arrival.
. "
We can derive this particUl~~ property of affixes' from the con-
dition stated in (13) : Whereas 0Fdinary a~Roles of major category
items are to be assigned ,to phrasal -'collstituents with ahead whose
a-Roles must all have been dis~harged p~evibusly: the a-Role of an
affiX looks for a lexical entry that comes along with all its un-
~aturated e-~oles'. The lambda operator of the affix cannot cope, so
to speak, with the full, complex Semantic category'of.major lexical
entries. Hence it ~kips the initial operators of the a-Grid, until
it finds an expression that fits the category of the variable on
which the lambda op~rator 'is ,based. Thus from the lexical category
features associated with the ~-Role of an affix it ~ollows that the
,affix assigns ,its a-Role by means of functional compOSition, and
from the semantic category of it;variable it follows which opera-.
tors of the e~Grid of its argument are to -be skipped -~ and hence
inherited by the derived complex item. 'Let me illustrate this point
by the pre~ix ~~, whose lambda operator looks for an expreSSion'
of category 0.:
(15) lun-I; ( ¢ 1 ;
A (uN 1 x X
I
t+N,-Vl
(1 6) (klu{g/; (+N,
A
~VJ) z (CLEVER zl
(17) /un..,.klu:g/; !+N, -vr.
A CUN !CLEVER zlJ z
As UN is a constant of category 0/0, its argument x must be of
category O. Hence ~;requires an argument of category 0, which- is
provided by the pure SF of-the Adjective that un-combines with.
Th~s (17) derives by functional composition'of (15) with (16),
where the proposition ttLEVER zJ sUbstit~tes for' the variable x in- 12 - - 13 -
[POSS re INST t u RESCUE y 111
~
y
~
x [POSScr x . u ] e' lJ
I r-v. --N]
I-barf; t+v, +N]
fret-barf; ~+V, +Nli
( 19)
(20)
up, which yields, by functional composition with (12), the derived
entry in (20):
cannot project gram-
and ~herefore its
in the present
conversion, with the e~Role ~ of the Adjective being
and thus inherited by the derived Adjective.
(15) by lambda
skipped by the affix
(I have assumed here th?t un-, being a prefix,
matical features to the dominating constituent
GF-cOmponent is empty. But this is inessential
context. )
Details aside, -bar must bring in the possibility component of the
modal verb, 'and itmus;t. turn the internal.~-Roleof the transitive
Verb it combines with into the designated e-Role of the resulting
Adjective __ much like the passive, which ~urns the internal-a~Role
of a transitive verb into its des1gnated e-Role. ASsuming the above
principles of affixation, the following entry for -~ can be set
I will not go into the details of the PF~compon~nt of affixes~
although most of the specifid options p~rmitted there, iEcluding
empty arrays or .super~posed features resulting in alternations
in the segmen~al structure of the host, can again be related to
(or derived from) (13), more specifically from t~e fact t~at due
to (13) the resultihg construction must be a lexical entry and
thus subject ~o lexical phonology.
The SF-component of affixes meets the general conditions intro-
duced earlier, i.e. it is a configuration of constants and vari~bles
forming an expresston'of category O. A case in point is the SF
&uN xl of the prefix ~-. As we will see shortly, the SF of affixes
might again be impoverished, consisting, in the limit, simply of ~
variable of category O.
To summarize, the essential feature of lexical entries for
affixes ist the fact that x n'is associated with maj~r lexical cate-
gory'features. As has been outlined in somewhat simplified manner,
most of the characteristic properties of affix~s discussed in the
literature can be derived from this property, together with inde-
pend~ntly motivated principles.
Let me il~ustrate this sketch by the affix -~ (-able/-ible),
, 1 ff' What an analysis of. -bar has to a typical derLvata.ona. su a.x ,
account for is the near synonymy of pairs like these:
The entry for -~ deriving event nouns in German can now be
stated as follows:
!z· INSTCx _RESCUEYl1
~ ~ .
y x z c-V, +N, +Fem];
t-V, +NI +Feml; 'f ex]
CW,-N}
/ret-ung/; ( 22)
(21) /-nng/;
NQtice that x in (19) is a variable of category (0/1)/1, hence ~
requires an argument of this category. Therefore, the composition
of -bar with the stem of Eetten skips the internal argument of the
Verb, substituting its SF p~~s ~he designated and the referential
e-Role for the var~able x in (1.9). These a-Roles ar~ subsequently
satisfied by uand e, respectively, which remain as parameters of
SF tO,be fixed by contextual conditions (in fact by some sort of
generic reference) . Now by general conditions on e-Grids, the
a-Role ~ inherited from the Verb becqmes the designated. a-Role of
the derived Adjective. Notice that from this requirement it follows
wtthout further ado that -bar yields. regular Adje~tives only from
transitive Verbs.
According to the conditions in (1b), ~ is now both, the referential
and the designated'e-Role, whil~ ~ ,and yare both optional, internal
e-Roles, the realization of which is subject to general conditions
on Nouns, which cannot b~ spelled out here. Notice that on this
account the Noun Rettung is referential with respect to an event
instantiating the prpposition [x RESCUE y], exactly as desired.
Both variables of this proposition are syntactically specified in
a constructiOn like Peters Rettung der Passagiere (Peter{s rescue
of the passengers) .
By general assumption, x must be a variable of category 0, hepce
._~ adds nothing to the SF of the Verb it nomfna'lLaes . The only
change ·it effects ~s to turn the a-Grid of the Verb into that of a
Noun. This is illustrated in (22):
(This can be save¢l)
(This is savable)
(18) (a) Das kann gerettet werden.
(b) Das ist rettbar.- 1'1- -
Let me conclude this section with a remark on the status of
affixes in the mentql lexicon ML. While affixes, are regular, though
specific, eLemerrta of .BLE, i.e. entries of LS, 'they need not be
assumed to be ~separate elements 9£ ML. It might ,in fact be that ML
has affixes stored only as components of actual complex elements
of ML. Whatever the proper~ s91ution to this problem mi~ht be --and
I take the problem to be an empLr LoaI one -r-', it does no~ interfere
with affixes as entries in the computational system LS.
4~ Idiosyncratic ~ffixation
Having outlined the structure of affixes and the operation of aff~­
xation following from it -- including in partic~lar the inheritance
of argument structure'--, I will no~ explore the consequences of
these pr~posals concerning the observations (~) and (B) above for
the idiosyncrasies aoknowLedsed in .(Cl. The starting point is, of
course, the entry for;~~, 'wh~ch is one of the regular mean~ to
derive.event nouns in German.
There are qlearly rather different types of idiosyncrasy and
irregularity to be recognized, and not all of them pan be deaLt
with here. In this section, I will look at what might be called
idiosyncratic choice of affix'es, in"section'S and 6 two different
problems concerning pr~mafilY the semantic form of derived nouns
w~ll be explored.
Before turning to the details, a genera~ remark with regard to
the type of account to be given for irregularities seems to be in',
podnt; , As irregulariti'es a;rea widespread, in fact typical pheno-
menon in word formation as ¢pposed to phrasal syntax, JACKENDOFF
(1975) "has made a radical proposal according to whiph derived lexi-
cal items are generally stored as 'elements of LE, related to the
base of derivation only by rules of 'correspondence or analysis. On
this account, idiosyncracies are in fact what is- tb be expected in
morphologically bompl~ wo~ds. I cannot go into the concrete details
of this ap~ro~ch; I want to point out, though, that it, might be a
plausible approximation to properties of ML, but inappropriate as
an account of LB. Not only is the formal status of the rules of
analysis dubious, missing crucial gener~lizationsof the type
discussed above. Even the idiosyncrasies cannot be characterized -
h · prooper status, as will be' seen as we proceed. with respect to t e~r
The point at issue is essentially this: Idiosyncratic le~ical
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properties are specific, irreducible options on the basis and-wLt.h-.
.in the lim,its o~ geperal, but specif~c principles, and it is pre-
cisely with respect to these principles that they pave to be account-
ed·for. The reason for this qlaim is not merely that it promises a
-c.mcxe interesting theory, but that it appears to be the only way to
come to grips with what e.g. ARONOFF (1976) has called the mysteries
of derivat~onal morpholog?
To sum up this point: The system LE of lexical entries must con-
tain all 'complex items whose proper~ies are not fully derivable
fram' other items by independently motivated rules or principles,
and i~.i~ in this sense that LE ist the actual locus qf idiosyncra-
tic information. But it is only with respect to the general rules
and principles of LS that idiosyncrasies can be identified as what
they are. As a ~atter of fact, the confusion betweenLS and the
rather different requireme~ts to be met by an account of ML has
blurred much of the dLscusaLon about "aneLoqy'", "productn.vdty", etc.
Turning now to idiosyncratic affiX selection i~ event nomirializa~
tion, we notice that -~,is presumably the neutral option, but can
by rio means combine freely with arbitrary verbs. Thr~e types of
~estrictions might be distingUished for expository reasons:
First, fhere is a whol~ ~ange of alternatives, illustrated,
without comp.Leceness , in (23):
(23) (a) warn...,en (warn) Warn-ung
(b) fahr-en (drive) Fahr-t
ver-lier-en (lose) Ver-Ius-t'
(c) glaub-en (believe) Glaub-e
(dl tireti-sen (kick) Tritt
spring-en '(jump) Sprung
fall-en (fall) Fall
(e) ver-h6r-en (interrogate) Ver-hor
(f) nomin-ier-en (nominate) Nomin-ier-ung
(g) ex-port-ier-en (export) Ex-poru
(h) spekul-ier-en (speculate) Spekul-at-ion
(i) ras· ier-en (shave) Ras-ur
(j) re-par-ier-en (repair) Re-par-at-ur
(k) kon:-stru-ier-en (construct) Kon-struk-t-ion16 - - 17 -
Secondly, we have cases like (24), where one verb can be the
argument of two alternative suffixes:
6. Finally, in cases like Spekulation or Reparatur we have 'some
kind of dubble affixation, one being presupposed by the other,
which the choice of affixes must also be able to determine.
,These cases are, as a matter of fact, ,a subtype of ,the f Lr st; one,
so that the above comments apply here as well -- with two
amendments:
Other veI"bs do allow for the affixes in question, but do not form
event nouns. Examples are dichten (write) with Dichtung (poetry) or'
ahnen (foresee) with Ahnun9 Cidea,foreboding)-.
Wend-ung Wend-e
Streich-ung Strich
Identifiz-ier-ung Identifikl
-at-ion
Block-ier-ung Block-ade
(b) horen (hear)
(d) lauschen (listen)
(f) bumrneln (stroll)
(d) block-ier-en (block)
(24) (a) wend-en (t.urn)
(b) streich-en'(cross out)
(c) identifiz-ier-en (identify)
7. We do not only have different verbs for one affix (whidh is the
very essence of affixation), but also different affixes for one
verb. Hence, the selection between verbs and nominalizing·affixes
is many-to~many, but of course st~ll strictly determined. The non-
-trivial point of this observation ist this: Although the choice
is many-to-many, there is an overwhelming ,asymmetry. While only
very few verbs have two options (and not more, fOI"proper event
nominalization), most' ~ffixes allow for an indefinite number of
verbs.
8. In some cases, alternative affixe~ of the same verb induce,
differences in (preferred) semantic interpretation, Streichung vs.
Strich being a case in point. It is not obvious whether these~
differences have to be captured in SF (we will return to this sort
of problem below), but if so, this idiosyncrasy has to be determined
together with the choice of the af~ix -- or Simply listed by,means
~f a complex entry in LE.
Third, there is.a fairly long list of verbs that do not allow
for any of the event nominalizations. Examples are:
(25) (a) zeigen (show)
(c} ver-qe.saen (forget)
(e) htipfen (hop)
Six comments are to be made with respect to this list.
1. For the time being, different variations in semantic interpreta-
tion of the examples given here are to be ignored. -The only point
of interest at the moment is that all of, them do have an interpre-
tation correctly determined by the SF given in (21) for -~, viz.
ex:]. Deviations from this interpretation will be taken up in
section :'5.
2.; \'lhether arnot some of these examples are to be listed in LE ---
possibly for semantic reasonS in one of the readings not at issue
at the moment -- is to be left open for the time being. The decision
will depend on the 'question whether or not the relevant properties
of the complex items can be derived in indep~~dentlymotivated ways.
This, however, is an 'empirical issue, and it is 'the rules and prin-
ciples that would acco~nt for the derivation of the relevant prop-
erties that are to be determined.
3.: Besides ordinary cases of proper segmental suffixation, I have
included cases of seqment.a'l, alternation and, zero-affixation, for
reasons that should by now be obvious: except for the specific prop-
erties of PF, all other information contained in (21) is required
for the other cases as well, (including' phonologically empty ones),
except differences in GF determining Gender -- and the copditions
determining the idiosyncratic choice of affix.
4. The latter conditions concern the main point of the list: choice
of affixes is by no means 'free, in· fact there is a strict specifi-
cation for all of the. cases in (23) which verb combines with which
affix. The accpunt of this selection turns out to be the essential
point with respect to the present type of idiosyncrasy.
5. Obviously, there is a certain ranking in type-frequency of
affixes ranging from neutral -~ to exceptional caSes like Export.
Hence the envisaged account of affix-selection must be susceptible
t~ some sort of markedness hierarchy. Furthermore, there are con-
s t r-aLrrts distinguish~ng native stems 'and affixes in (a) to '(e) from
non-native ones inCf) to (k l . I will n.ot deal with the empirical
details of these two aspects, but I will indicate where they showup
in the proposed a~count.- 18 -
,
The most plausible way to look at (25) seems to be to take these
cases as yet another sUbtype of the first one, with the verbs not
selecting any of the affixes in question. The three types of idio-
syncrasy in affixation then simply boil down, to v~rbs selecting
one, two; or none of tne' afrixes. ,
How, then, is the selectional mechanism between verbs and
affixes to be accounted for? As has been shown in section 3,
suffixes are h~ads, assigning a a-Role to their stem (hence acting'
as functors) and projecting their GF-component to the dominating
node. Being heads, the affixes thus should select their ~omplement
-- as they do enyway cby means of the category features CotF] 'asso-
ciated with their a-Role. And this .is in fact the general view held
in this respect, as formulated,e.g. in ~OTSCH (1988), where it',is
c La.imed- that rules of affixation have to provide ,"restrictions
defining the class of base wOJ;ds to which the aff.ix is attachable".
As the above comments' (and simple consLderaetons of ~,lausibility)
cogently show, this v~ew is in blatant ,conflict with the f~cts.
Not only is it clearly an idiosyncratic informatio~ about the verb
which affix it allows for, rather than about the affix which idio-
syncratic class it' applies to. It also seems tl? be impossible to
s{)ecify the subclasses in question in any way independent of the
very choice of affixes. (For example alongside with (25b) h6ren
excluding *H6rung, we. have' anh6ren (hear) with Anh6rung (hearing) .)
But then, do we have to discard the notion that suffixes are heads?
Or do we have to assume that it is in fact the compl~ent that
selects its head? As will be seen, the question is simply put the
wrong way.
Before showing how the apparent conflict can be solved, I wil~
indicate entries for some 9f the concurring-affixes:
(26) (a) I-ung/; C+N ~ -», d-Feml,
~ ex] x
I
t+V,-Nl
(b). i-til r+N, -V, +Fernl,
A t x ] x
I
C+V,-Nt
(e) IAbla1.l't/; C+N, -V, +Mascl ~ r x ]
.1
!+V,-Nt
(d) I-ion/; t+N, -V, +Feml ~ t x ]
I
'C+V,-NJ
I
I
I
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Not-Lee that this is not a simple, uns.tructured list: The SF, the
~Grid, and also the category features of GF' are identical for all
entries. We thus might assume that (26) constitutes an organized
subsystem of BLE. Depending on the empirical mqtivation of relevant
notational devices, this might also be made explicit in formal
terms. I will ~efrainfrom arbitrary proposals her~, but will return
to one sUbstant~al pointshortly~ ~uppose, ,then, that each sub-
system of this ~ort 'is ipentified by the;common properties of its
elements. On this b~ckground, each affix can be ~ssigned a unique
--Rl:<:tce within its per-t.Lnent; SUbsystem, and hence in LE.
Suppose, ,furthermore, .that the place of an affix in its subsystem
<.
is not arbitrary, but reflects 'conditions associated with their re-
spectivediffer~~c~s, e.~.: the condition that (26dl combines with
. ',,-
(and is itself) a non~native entry, while (26b) and (26c) require -.
'naedve oenerLes and (26a):',*sneutral in this respect. Furthermore,
the conditions in question'~ght reflectso~e sort of priority
ranking, thus ;iving rise to ~he markedness phenomena mentioned in , . . ,
commentS. In general, then, 'each',affix. is identified in n9n-
arbdt.raryways by its place in LE adcord'ing to the suosyseem it
belongs to and the relative position w~thin this subsystem. The
conditions determining membership in a subsystem and the· place
within it must be assumed to be part of the principles o~ LS,
imposing ,computationally relevant struqture on LE. It .is therefore
both a nheoretical and an empirical task to determine-their form
and cont/?nt:.I cannot go into thes.e issues .hexer it should be"ob-
v Lous, however, that ~hese conditions have 'to do w~th.~the s~stem~:::"'''''''
tic limits LS provides for the organization of idiosyncratic infor-
mation in LE. On the basis of tbese consideratt~n~, the place of
an affix in'LE, i.e. its/ident~ty asanentrY/ca~be expressed by
a kind of feature combination, which we might lab~l provisionally,
~y tAFi] (for Affix Fe?ture ·i). [AFi]
ca~ be~hought\?f as an
address of its affix. The crucial point is, that,this address is
anything but arbitr,:"ry, butr- rather derives, by ,some sort'\of:self-
addressing, from the principles determining the place of an :affix.
More specifically, CAFiJ, conaj.st s of two components, one- dd ent.Lfyf.nq
the subsystem to which the affix belongs -- in the 'present case
constituted by the properties shared by affixes for event nomi~~li­
zation --, the other SPPcifying 1ts.place within the subsystem- 20 -
a~cording to its particular properties. Thus for -~, CAFi ] would
be SOffi
7
t hi ng like (EN, QJ, where EN ~dentifie5 Event Nominalizers
and Q the place of _~ among them. These arbitrary labels must be
replaced by sys~ematic fe~tures in accordance with the conditions
mentioned above. Like those conditions,' the features reflecting
them must be determined on empirical grounds. Although I cannot go
into these matters here,. I will assu~e that the two components will
be spelled out in terms of standard binary features, presumably
subject to canonical markedness conventions, among others. (Alter-
natively, one might consider EN as a multivalued feature .and Q as
its v~lue, using features of the type_proposed in GAZDAR_et al.
(1985), a possibility which I will not adopt, here.) In any qase,
the partition into the two components EN and Q is not only de~ter­
mined by the structure of LS, it has further consequences, to which
we will return. For the sake of simplicity, I will continue to use
AF, to refer to ~he systematic addres~ of affixes established so
fa~. We now can face the problem ?f specifying the selection
mechanism of affixes.
The basic means have already been introduced and don't need any
further ado: We simply include AFi alongside with the categpry
features identifying t~e complement of the affix into the, feature
complex assigned to the e~Role of the affix, and also into the GF
of. -aLl, verbs selecting the affix in .quaat.Lon . The essential conse-
quences of this move are simple and obvious, determining exactly
the right stem-affix combinations. Some comme~ts wi!! elucidate its
implications, though.
First, the puzzle of what selects what is so!vedappropriately:
stem and affix select each other, just like key and lock, in exactly
the way in which heads and complements select each other in general.
secondly" 'thexe is an important difference in the status of AFi
in the (selecting) affixal head and the (selected) lexical comple-
ment, which corresponds precisely to, the intuition that in a crucial
sense the stem selects the affix. Let us look at this point a bit
closer~ For affix~s, on the.one hand, the content of AFi has the
systematic nature described above: ~t folro~s directly from the
place in LE determined by the hypothesized'principles of LS organiz~
ing LE. We might in feet assctme that for this reason AFi need not
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be listed as idiosyncratic -Lntormatidon of the affix, but is rather
supplied by a general convention/which assigns the featur~s identi-
fying its place in LE to the _characteristic 8-Role of the affix.
We will see shqrtly that this is a natural assumption to be made
for affixes on independent 9rounds. For major lexical categories,
on the other hand, AFi is esse~tially idiosyncratic, not following
from anything besides the fact that it may serve as the complement
to the affix in question. Hence it must be fixed as idiosyncratic
lexical information. In other words, whereas the status of AF. as , ,
a complex of features assigned to the 8-Role of the affix is syste~
matic and largely predictable", its inclusion into the GF of a
lexical entry is idiosyncratic, which is the actual ground for the
intuition that information -about selection is a diacritic property
of the stem rather than the affix. This is not at variance with the
fact, ,though,. that technically the affix carries the condition to
be met by the complement~ hence acting as a proper head.
Third, we automatically get a natural account for, cases like
those in (25) disallowing event nominalization. While it w~uld be
bizarr to mark certain (or all?) affixes with idiosyncratic infor-
mation excluding certain elements, things are straightforward
under the present key-and-Iock~account:The verbs in question are
either marked in their' GF with, tEN, ¢],' where It does, not identify
a 'place in the system of EN-af£ixes, or simply lack the correspond-
ing AFi altogether. The choice between-these options is again an
empirical one, based on consider~tions to ~hich I ~ill return below.
Verbs of type (24) allowing two different affixes would! of course,
have two different AF. in their GF. ,
Fourth, the features included in AFi have a special status in
the grammar in that their· content is dependent merely on the orga-
nizational structure of LS. I would, in fact', 'conjecture that all
features specifying- morphological class m~beFship, like strong and
'weak-inflection, alongside with (derivational) affix selection, are
of this type. More generally, besides the primitives of PF and SF,
we have the following types of binary features:
(27) (a) category features
(b) Grammatical features
(c) Morpholo~ical featureS'- 22 -
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an element
virtual entry?
Let CLE contain, the entry (22) fo~ Rettung.
What are the conditions that switch (22) into
of VLE, i.e. give it the status of a
(19) (a)
(b)
30) (a) The existence of an .errcr-y for the affix
(b) Th'€!, existence of an !=ntry for the stem
(e) The inclusion of the ad?ress of ~.he affix into the GF
of the stem.
Assuming the organization of LS d' d " ' ~scusse so far, the .crucLaL con-
d1tionfor the switch in (2gb) i f s, a course, that LE contains ,the
entries (26a). and (12) f f ( .'or -~ and ret~-, respectively. By virtue
o ,28), the a-Ro~e of -~'will automat~cally contain tEN, Q] in
the bundle of features aasdqned to it 'The ' t ' t d . an er-est Lnq point to be
no e is this: While the assignment of [EN, Q] to the a-Role of
-~ is an automa~ic consequence following from the f . . I . . ve:r;y ,existence
o the aff~x-entry, the inclusion oftEN, Q] into the GF hi h of Eet~-,
w c is a further condition for the switch ~n (29b) f ~ , must be in-
~rred from the existence of (22). ~n other words, to the extent
to which AF is an 'di , . i, ~ osyncrat~c component of-the GF of a lexical
entry (we will return to the impact of th' ,. i' .' ~s prem~s ~mmediately)
~.must be derived from the existence of a complex item for' h: 'h
it is 1 "" . w .i.c
re evan~. Henee idiosyncratic morphological information can
enter the lexicon only , '. , I , . " v~a, actual complex elements of CLE, Which
m~qht, however, subsequently be eliminated in favor of virtual
elements. Hence the answer. to (2gb)' is this:
NOw, contrary to th '. e prem~s made ab9ve, the features to be in-
c~udedaccordingto (30 ) , c Lntio the GF, of a lexical entry are not
Of course, the complex entry (22), whether ~n actual element of CLE
or ~ virtu~l element OfVLE, does not contain the AF: component an
more. Hence. the ~nc~usion of it into the GF of th ~ . y
the independent existence . e s em presupposes
th
. f t' . of the aff,ix the address of which provides
e ea ures of AF F . t ! . of AF b' ,i' rom h s perspective, the twopartite structure
i ecomes relevant: The first component, identifying the aff' 1
SUbsystem __ EN in th . ~xa .' e case .at; hand -- indicates th t th
rnorphol i 1 ' . a etype of
og pa process is availabLe in the tion of en ' ' present. case, the forme-
, ' event noun, in other cases Plural- or Cas~-formationetc.
.~he second component indicates' the actual"entry realizing th '
an question.' . e process
I will summarize this proposal by (28), which is related to (13)
in an~obvious way an~ determines a further characteristic property
of affixes:
As discussed in section 2" the.category features determine, ·f-irst
of all, the structure of a-Grids. From this, their role fOr the
organization of syntactic structure follows, due to their projection
by principles of X-Bar syntax and a-theory. Grammatical features
like case, Number, Gender, pez-eon, nense, etc'. do not determine the , ,
structure of a-Grids, but mediate a-Role assignment and are also
freely projected- by the principles of X-bar 'syntax. Morphologi,cal
features represent purely organizational properties,of LS ~nd can-
not be projected outside the XO level of 'X-bar syntax. Whereas cate-
gorial and grammatical features presumably have a gerieral interpre-
tation in Universal Grammar; morphological features arise only via
the particular structure ~f the lexical system of given ,languages,
albeit by meanS of general principles. All ~hr~e types of features
can ,appear in GF and be assigned to a-Roles. However, morphological
features cannot appear in the GF of ,a projected ,phrasal catego7y·
Assignment to a-Roles, on the pther hand, concernes either gramma-
tical features identifying phrasal a~guments, or category features
identifying lexical arg~ents,. the latter automatically accompanied
by the AFi-address of the affix the a-Role in 'question be~ongs to.
These rather sketchy considerations shOW why it is plausible to
associate AF, with the a-Role of affixes: Morphological features
a,
are intr?lexica1 both in origin and distribution.
(28) A e~Role associated with a lexical feature r~FJ is,automati-
cally ~ssigned theAfi representing the address of the entr¥
containing the a-Role.
From this condition, ,it follows tha"li affixation can be SUbject to
idiosyncratic co~straint~ not available for the choice of phrasal'
arguments by maJor,lexical categories. (NO verb can require e.g. a
) ,.' .
subject or complement belonging to a particular inflection class,
etc.)
Finally, w~ will consider the relation of virtual lexical ele-
ments originating from (id~?syncratica1Iyconstrained) affixation
to ,porresponding complex el~ents of LE. A useful way to look at'
this relation is indicat~d'br the following question:. t the type component of AF.
-fully arbitrary and unpredictable. F1rs , .. 1
largely follows form the semantic and grammatic?l propert1es can-
. t" Thus verbs normally allow
.stituting the subsystem 1n ques 10n.. . I ..
event nominalization, npuns allow plural formation, tra~s1t1~e
verbs usually allow adjectives with ~~, etc. Hence the type
" d' t ble to some extent by redundancy or default
component EN 15 pre 1C a
rUl~S, the specific properties of which cannot be diS~~SSed here.
secondly, the conditions on actual realization of a g1vep ~ype of
rocess indicated by the second component of AFi , are subJect to
P .'. tb ' eflected in markedness conventions, as already
preferences 0 e r, , "f'd for
mentioned. We thus might assume that e.g· ve~bs are s?ec~ ~e
. ain default rules or mark- rQl, unless marked otherw~se. Hence, ag ,
t
" w<ll provide the releva~t features in the
edness canven ~ons ~
neutral case.
show more clearl~the choice· of features
As these considerations
a matter of arbitrary notati?nal
representing AFi is by no means
t
" The place of an affix within its subsystem depends, conven ~on. , _ .
among others on the degree and the way in which its occurance ~s
predictable.'ThiS place ~ust further~ore be represent~d in terms
h " h llow the principles and conventions of LS of features w ao a .
operating on them to make appropriate predictions. Thi~ ~n turn
requires a systematic and explicit account of thesepr~nci~le~
and conventions, constraining not only the content of the ~nd~­
vidual entries, but also the overall organization of LE. To mention
one case in point: The decision mentioned above concerning the
verbs in (25), which do not allow for event nominalization, depends
- _ . . 1 s applying to them. If, as
both on the features and the pr~nc~p e - " .
". Ql 1st in fact the neutral opt~on
orovisionally suggested above, ~Nr
~or verbs following from default principles 'and markedness ~o~ven­
tions, ~e respective features will not be included i~ the ~d~o­
syncratic inform~tion of verbs like ~i they rather fo~low from
the pr'inciples in question. The content of these principles would
be something like the following:
(31) If the a-Role of".anaffix i~ associated with Co!G-F!" AFiJ, and
AF. contains only unmarked feature values, then AFi is '.
in~luded into the GF of all lexical entries the GF of wh~ch
contains -(eL, FI and no features conflicting. wit~ AFi'"
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The formulationaE(31) is highly provisional, but it shows that (31)
is a general Convention of LS, even though its operation is depen-
dent on idiosyncratic, language parti~ular information of LE. But
now, verbs like ~6ren, hupfen etc. cannot simply ,lack features
concerning event nominalization, as this woultl not prevent them
~rom_forming ~H6rung, *Hupfung, etc. They rather would have to be
marked by something like [EN, 0lexcluding the choice of any, affix
from the subsystem Qddressed by [EN1. cThis, however, is a kind of
negative information, the origin of which is not plaUSibly deter~
mined by the above ~onsiderations concerning the source of idio-
syncratic morphological features." As ~his example shows, fa;reach-
ing consequences are involved in the determination of the features
and principles in question.
Ahother aspect that must be captured by the features in question
is the ra~her" intricate structu~e of morphoiogical classes created
by the AFt features incl~dedin,the GF component. This point might
be illustrated by verbs selecting the affix (26b), the PF of which
was loosely indicated by /Ablaut/. Whatever the correct specifica--
tion of this PF-property might be, the affix must be restricted to
verbs that for independent reasons select affixes determining
systematic vow~l change. Suppose that the address of (26b) is
[EN,R], then tRl should have a form which allows to systematically
exploit the fact that its inclusion into the GF of a verb pre-
supposes the occurance of a feature (SJ indicating the selection
of affixes inducing ablaut. In other words, (Rl must identify a
subclass of rsa-verbs .
Yet. another factor that enters the content of morphological
features is the information expressed by levels of affixation in
Lexical Morphology as proposed in KIPARSKY (1982). This· information
determines in effect the operation of phonological rules. and prin-
ciples, and I will not comment on it here.
In general, then, a great d~al of systematic exploration is
needed, in order to correctly determine morphological features and
the princlples r,eferrlng to them. Although I cannot g? into these
matters ~ny further, the, guidelines of such explorations, turniJ?-g
both on theoretical consIderations and empirical detail, should be
suffic{ently clear. L~t me point out in this c~nn~ction, however,- 26
that it is in thIs area of research that work on the structure of
derivation~l and 'inflectional systems, including conditions of
"system'adequacy" and mo~pholog1calregular{zationfiS proposed in
WURZEL (1984), must find its proper place. In somewhat simplified
terms, the shift towards "system. adequacy"is easent.La'lLy the re-
placement of marked by unmarked features in the second component
of AFi in the GF of lexical entries. We ~ill observe part. of the
mechanism involved in those shifts shortly.
Let us get back to the relation between actual and virtual com-
plex entr~es as outlined in (29) and _(30). One point to be added
according to the previous -remarks is a qualification of (30e),
which. now is -to be replaced by (32}:
(32) The inclusion of unpredictable or~markecr feature values in the
address of che affix into 'the GF of- the stem.
These idiosyncrat~c features would then prevent (31) from supplying
unmarked morphological iriformation.
Notice next that,in the light of,our·observatlons regarding (29)
an~ (30), the blurred borderline between CLE and VLE, i.e. actual
and virtual complex entries, be~omes a plausible,phenomenon~ This
can be seen as follows: For so-called productive affixes, viz. those ,
selecte,?- by a large number of stems ;(on t.he basis of features that',
are, moreover, to some extent: predictable),' the switch indicated
in (29b) relieve$ ~he set LE,in obvious ways. For unsy~tematic,
affixes. on the other hand, the corresponding"switch do~s,not
actually simpl~fy the lexical system: To eliminate a true element
of CLE not based 'on 'an independently established affix req~ires not
only the affix to be inserted into the pertinent subsystem, but also
the pert~nent address features to be created and inserted 'into the
GF of, the ent.xy of the stem•.In somewhat simplified terms, {un)sys-
tematicity corresponds to the amount of (additional) information
required to meet (30a), (30b), and (32). Thus the ~act that the
status of borderline cases like Export and ~mport is difficult -to
decide (if at all» neatly follows from the pinciples of idiosyn-
cratic affixation developed here.
It should be noted ip passing, that so'far we are dealing with
semantically '''transparent'~ complex entries 'exclusively. Problems 'of
semantic idiosyncrasy will be takert up in the next section.
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A further remark should be made concerning entries like ieitung
(newspaper) or WEihrung (currency)', which are small in number and in
no way related to event naminalization inspite of the fact that
- they contain -~ -- or rather its PF and GF -- in their represen-
tation. There is simply no stem in LE that would grant their, eli-
mination from CLE, at what expense ever, I will not enter here the
discussion of a s1de issue related to examples like these, viz. the
question .whether they are -crue complex entries,' and Lf so, Whether
and how they are related to the actual entries correspo~ding to
~heir components. This r~iation, whatever it.might be; has nothing
to do with affixation proper.
Let me turn next to some observations concerning the acquisition
of affixation emerging from the foregoing discussion. Notice first
of all that the switch c;.haracterized by (-29) and (30) can be related
in a natural way, to principles of language acquisition. According
to well.established assumptions (see e.g. PINKER (1984), CLA~SEN
(1988), the acqUisition of lexical entries has majoz- lexical
categories, which are moreover represented as elements of BLE, as
its initial phase. Hence the initial set of LE does not contain'
affixes. Sam'e sort of systematization in the corresponding ML, ex~
ploring semantic, phonological, an~ overt syntactic informatiori,
leads to the reorganization of ML,' relating elements of-BLE acoor'd-.
ing to ~ecurrent parts. This ,reorganization might in fact be thought,
of as determined by rules -of analysis or cor-respondence of the sort
, , I " . , ,
env~saged by JACKENDOFF (1975), which might, however, be given a
more principled character on the basis of the presen~ considerations.
Based primari,ly on'the information concerning the stem, these (im-
plicit) processes of reorganization yield complex lexical items. In
terms of LS, this means that alongside ~ith the by now complex
entries, an entry of their common stem is cpnstructued, thus meeting
condition (30b) for the elimination of the complex entries from CLE.
The crucial step with respect to affixation is the construction of
l
an independent entry for the -aff Lx involved in the complex entries
in question'. CL~SEN (1988) pcovddes interesting evidence, showing
that this i~indeed a ·separate and rather consequential step! in
terms of t~e computational system LS, this pvovides condition (30a)
for the el~ination of the complex entries from-CLEo Accordiqg to
the principles of LSproposed here, the con~truction of an affix- 28 -
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(33) (a)
(b)
(e)
(34)
entry implies the assignment of its address-features to its key
a-Role. The natural prediction to be made in this stage is that
the relevant complex entries ~re switched to VLE, explo~ting (31)
as far as possible in order to meet condition (31c) -- or (32) for
that matter. Exploitation of the de£ault- and markedness-conventions
which (32) makes use of, produces the well-known overgeneralizations
in ontogenetic development, and the tendency towards regularization
or system adequacy in language change. In a somewhat ~plified
schema; the acquisition of affixation starts with the premis (29a)
and effects "the switch in (29b) by stepwise fulfillmento£ (30) (b),
(a), and (e). It goes without saying that the switch of an entry
from CLE to VLE does by no means i~ply its elimination from the
stored elements' of ML, It implies, however, the stepwise, construc-
tion of the complex organization of LEexpressed in the features
used in the 'necessary AFi,
If thiS general picture is correct in principle, as I suppose,
it makes non-trivial predict~ons, which can be explored by means
of observation and experiment. Notice that these predictions con-
cern the development of affixation, given the principles of Univer.-
sal Grammar, and also the continuous elaboration of LE by new ele-
ments of CLE, new affixes, and the pertinent organ~zation of LE in
terms of subsystems. These are interacting, though essentiaily'
diff~rent developments: The acqUisition of affixation involves
setting parameters of UG, such as the head,par~eter, giving
suffixes -- but not prefixes -- the status of pr-oper- heads in Cerman;
whereas the incorporation 'of riewentries simply exploits the rules
and principles already given. From this exploitation it follows
without further stipulation that morphological change should be
directed towards systematization ("system adequacy"), rather than
simplification in some absolute,sense.
Returning tomo~e specific problems'of event.nominalization, we
have ~o show h9w the idiosyncratic properties of so~called double-
affi£ation in nouns like Repar-at-ur ' (repair) , .spekul"':at-ion
(speculation), In-filtr-at-ion (infiltration), etc, are to be
accounted for. In principle, there are three possibili~ies to
analyze these cases:)0 -
composition with (34), we derive (35) I which would actually be the
unanalyzed entry required according to (33c): C x 1 C+V, -N, EN, ~1; lat/;
!i,r/;
(36) ~
x
I
C+V,-N,DA,Tl.
Actually, (34) is not replaced by (36), but rather assigned a
different place in BLE, from which the assignment of rnA; TJ in-
stead' of CEN, Tl follows by convention (28) . Combining (36) with
the appropriate stems.yields "expanded" verbs to be nominaliz'ed
by -~, as desired.
(37)
- )1
Notice that the reassignment just discussed supports, Once again,
the alternative analysis (33b) as well. But now a further observa~
tion is to be made. Whereas the expansion of ~_ into
ventiI-at , which then undergoes proper nominalization, is a natural
step, the qomposition of at with ion into a complex affix, absorb-
:.. ing a dummy "verbalizer"-, is SOmewhat artificial. This impression
is corroborated by the following observation.
In a large number of cases, nomina~ization by at-ion alternates
with ve~bal stem formation with -ier-, which can be accounted for
by the following affix entry:
C+V,-N,VI]; 5C c s r
I
r+V,-N,Dfl,SJ
VI abbreviates the AFi in t~rms of which verbs formed by -ier- are
selected by their ~nflectional-affixes.It is plausible to assume
that (37) belongs to the same system of dummy affixes as (36),
where S indicates its place. As a matter of fact, (36) and (37)
differ only with respect,to PF and the,AF
i
component in GF. This
is a natural basis for including them into the same subsyptem. But
now assume that the. features :representi~gthe place Sand T of (37)
and (36), respectively, are to, be chosen in such a way that they
share an element, say t+ K]. Then all verbs selecting both -i~r-en
and -at-ion are to be marked CoA, +K] instead of COA, S] andmA:-T],
expressing, the proper generalization. The situation arising from
this assumption is strictly parallel to that of e~g. an NP neutra-
.lized for t~e distinc~ion between Nominative and Accusative, like
~. (it), which can be ~elected'both as SUbject or aDject by corres-
ponding a-Roles. Although 'the generalization thus achieved still
does not logically exclude the analysis (33b), it makes (33a) even
more plausible, according to which -at- (as well as -ier-) serves
stem formation, rather than complex affix formatio~. ~ill not go
C x I fat-ion/; (35)
What seems to be more surprising at the first glance is that
(34) also supports the analysis (33a), all other things being
equal. To see this, we need only to realize that (34) can ~pply to
verbs marked by (EN, Tl (as presupposed for the pertinent class),
turning them by 'functional composition into verbs marked by [ER, ur ;
to which then -~ can apply, as desired. The tact that the latter
step is obligatory, as spekul-~ is neither a real verb nor noun,
can assumed to follow 'from the fact that (EN, UJ is at variance
with verbal inflection, hence the derived item 'cannot enter any
further combination, ex~ept composition with -~. The analysis
(33a) thus seems to -reduce to the same assumptions about LS as
(33b) •
If this were the whole stOry, we would have to turn to phonology,
in order to try to decid~ the case -- presumably in favor of (33a).
There is, however, a further observation to be made. The inclusion
of fat/ into the subsystem EN was motivated by the assumption that
stems like spekul-, ventil-, etc. are marked by (EN, T!, appropriate
for the complex EN-affix (35). Suppose now: that the stems in
question ,are not,mark~d for event nominaliz~taon, but rather for
the auxiliary affix /at/, which is not a member of EN. 'Suppose
furthermore that the address of this affix is (DA, Tl, where DA
abbreviates a subsystem of dummy ,affixes, T indicating the place
of /at/ in this system-. Obviously, the verbs in question will now
be'marked CAD, Tl, rather than (EN, Tl. With these assumptions, (3~
would have to be replaced by (36):
A
(+N, -V, +Fem]; 1
C+V,-N,EN,T]
,Notice that the features assigned to the a-Role are inherited --
together with the a-Role from the affix /at/.They·do not follow
by (28) from the address of (35) ,-Except for this technical point,
(33b) and (33c), not surprisingly, .turn out not to be essential
alterna~ives. In effect, (33b) treats~ as a virtual su~fix,
while (33c) treats'it as an actual.complex suffix, not requiring
the problematic entry (34).- 32 - 33
t po' nt i ng in the same direction. Although into further argumen 5 ~
the whole story is even more complex, if we include double affixa-
tion of the type Nomin-ier~~ and their constraints, I will leave
it at that, adopting tentatively entry (36) and analysis (33a) I
which is in fact supported by independent considerations about
affixation based on inflectional affixes, which we cannot deal
with here.
So far, I have considered only one type of eventnominalization
which in essence turnsthe referential a-Role of a verb into that
of a noun. There are, however, three other ways to effect a similar
change, illustrated in -(38) - (40):
to me whether another pecularity of these nominalizations is to be
accounted for in the same vein, namely that all other arguments
inherited from the verb are not really optional, but practically
blocked: Constructions like (42) are rather awkward:
(42) (a) ?Peters Singerei der Nationalhymne (Peter's singing of the-
national anthem)
(b) IhrGetrampel in der (?die) KlichB (her trample in(to)
the kitchen)
It seems as if the somewhat chaotic action is incompatible with
more specific argumehts and prefers them to be unspecified para-
meters. I will not speculate further on these matters.
Third, access to phonological information in the key-a-Role of
the affix seems'~o_ be unavoidable for the suffix -ei involved in
The morphological realization of (41) needs further comments.
First, both alternatives involve some sort of double 'affixation,
although of a different sort: The cases in (40) consist of the
suffix -~, which introduces the Gender features I-Masc, -Fern] and
requires a stem prefixed with ~-. The cases in (19) are based on
the suffix '-eil, which introduces C+Feml and requires either a
dummy affix -er- or a bisyllabic stern ending in a liquid.
Second, the prefix ~- has exactly the distribution of the ,same
prefix used in participle formation and thus constrains the type
(40) on independent grounds: We do have Gemorde (murder), but
neither ~Erst~he nor ~Geersteche (stabbing). From this, it follows
that the structure of (40) must be trge sing] eJ, with the dummy
prefix having the same origin as that of the past participle, the
details of which-need not concern us here. But now the problem
arises: HOW d~es the suffix -~ identify its complement? A somewhat
ad hoc answer would run as follows: Although prefixes, which are
not proper heads, cannot project category features, they can project
morphOlogical features, say [+Px] in the case at, hand. Now the
suffix -e would have to have the feature C+Pxlassigned to i-ts key-
-a-Role. This yields the correct result, if ~- is appropriately
marked. This solution, however, is cleaTly ad hoc in the present
framework. An equally ad hoc alternative would require that the
suffix -e can look for the actual ·phonological prefix of its com-
plement. Pending further argument, I will leave it at that.
Ge-rett-e
Rett-er-~i
Rett-en (rescuing)
([z x] yJJ rtx REPDO yl ,
y
Trampel-ei (trample)
Ge-trampel-e (
raise additional questions, which I will comment on
C+N, -VJ;. (41)
A A
Z x
I
r-v. -NJ
In order to insert the condition REPDO on x and y, the affixes must
access these variables. They hence skip only the internal a-Roles
of the verb, searching for an expression of category (0/1)/1 to ~e
substituted for z. Notice that the component REPDO imposes a se-
mantic constraint on the verbs that can be selected: only verbs
compatible with the activity requirement are ·acceptable arguments
. ?
of (41). This rules out derivations like 'Seherei (from see),
?Besitzerei (from possess). The constraint is purely semantic: As
soon as you allow for some sort of activity interpretation of the
verb, the derivations become interpretable as well: It is not clear
All three types
rather briefly:
I take the corresponding cases in (39) and (40) to pe synonymous,
but different from event nouns discussed so far. They require the
ev:nt referred to to be some sort of repeated (and somewhat chaotic)
activity of the verbs designated argument. I will, somewhat ad hoc,
represent this conditions as ex REPDO y), where y and x correspond to
the referential and the designated a-Role of the verb, respectively.
The common part of the affixes involved in (39) and (40) c~n thus
be represented as (41):
(38) Sing-en (singing) Trampel-n (trampling)
(39) Sing-er-ei
(40) Ge:-sing-e- 34 - 35 -
ex INST ESTORM1J
A
X Isturm/; [+N,-V;+Male, AFil; (44)
(Strictly speaking, nquns derived by (41) do not inherit the a-Role
y from the verbal complement, but re-establish it, so to speak.~ut
they too,exploit the variable instantiating the PEoposition of the
SF of a verb.) There are however simple" non-derived nouns exhLbd-t-,
ing the same sort of event reference. (44) is a case in point:
Here STORM is a constant of category 0, abbreviating the proposition
that the air moves heavily. Such basic event nouns are by no means
a borderline case. It is not always clear, however, whether a given
event noun is basic· or is related to a corresponding verb by zero-
-affixation. The first situation seems to hold for Marsch (march)
on which the verb marsch-ier-~is based (possibly by means pf an
exceptional application of (37», the second situation has been
supposed to hold for Fall (fall), Sprung (jump), etc. In general,
however, event nouns can be identified on the basis of their GF and
SF, independently of their morphological status.
5. Semantic Variation
The idiosyncrasies and the constraints imposed on them tone con_
sidered in this secti?n are of a rather different type.-As we will
see in more detail, they are essentially independent of the morpho-
logical peculiarities discussed so far. For the sake of exposition,
I ;;.:ill distinguish twot,ypes of problems, which might be calted
semantic separation and conceptual shift. Both have to do with what
is sometimes called lexical drift, i.e. the ,emergence of unpredict-
able possibilities of semantic interpretation, where to some extent
conceptual shift is the origin of semantic separation. it therefore
seems to be plausible to discuss them in that order. As before, I ~
am primarily 'interested in the aspects tha~ constrain apparent,~~
real idiosyncrasy. These are essentially of two types: First, condi~
tions on the SF component of lexical entries, second principles of
conceptual knowledge determining the ·i~terpretationof linguistic
expressions. As we will see, this distinction, although important
for both empirical ~nd theoretical reasons, is not always easy to
draw, primarily due to our lack of explicit knowledge about the
principles of conceptual structure. Hence much of the following
discussion will be prOVisional and inconclusive. For same illustra-
tioh arid discussion of the problems 'involved, see BIE~WISCH (1981,
1983); GERGELY and BEVER (1986).
in-
event
on.
r x 1 r+N~ -V, -Masc, -Fern, -PlurJ; I-n/;
(b)
here.
Let me conclude.this section with the observation that all
nouns discussed here -- irrespective of semantic variation --
herit their reference to events from the verbs they are based
(43) (a) Peters VOrlegen/vorlage der Abschriften
(Peter's submitting of the copies)
sein promptes die Abschriften Vorlegen
(his quick(ly) submitting t?e copies)
In cases like (43b}, the nominalization is so~t of incomplete: Li~e
verbs, this infinitive is head final and assigns Accusativ to its
internal arginnent. Actually, constructions like ,(43b) hav,e a scme-.
what problemattc status in German. Their relat~on to proper nomina-
lization resembles that' of Gerunds in English discussed in CHOMSKY
(1970). I will nqt go into this'rather different sprt of problem~
(42) " x
I
C+V,-NJ
For the epenthetic expansion of /-n/ into /-&n/, see WIESE (1986).
In actual fact, however, there are two nominal infinitives in German.
Besides the one c~ptured by (42), there is a kin~ of Gerund con-
struction using the same' morphern~, but with different syntactic
prope~ties, as iliustrated by the following ex~ples:
type (39), if the above generalization is correct, viz. that -ei
requires a bisyllabic stem ending in a liquid. "The dummy affix -~r­
under this assumption simply provides a $yllable ending ~n/r/, ~n
case the stem d~es not meet the conditions by itself. If this mOve
a whole number of further questions, which I is correct, it raises
will not enter here.
Finally the nomihalized infinitiv in (38) is by far the most
i the Infinitiv regular and systematic event noun in German. US ng
morpheme, it turns the verbal stem into a Neuter noun with the
pertinent consequences for its e-G~id: It does 'not appear to indu~e
any morphological idiosyncrasies, hence whatever its address might
be, the features identifying it are automatically ~ncluded in the
GF of al~ verb sterns. Like the nouns in (40) Gesinge etC. the Infi-
nitiv allows ~ase inflection, but no plural for~ation. (Unlike (40),
the noun~ in (39) can be pluralized: die Singerei~~.) These facts
can tentatively be summarized in (42):- 36 - - 37 -
What is to be noted in (47) is the additional a-Role x it brings in,
not inherited from the adjective. It is this a-Role, and the compo-
nent INST to which it is related, that creates event (or rather
In view of this generalization, a great deal of de-adjectival
nominalizations can also be classified as event nominalization.
Suppose that nouns like Klugheit (cleverness) relate to Klug-sein
(being clever) essentially like Eroberung relates to the nominalized
infinitiv Erobern. We then would have td represent Klugheit as in
(45). Assuming that klug has the entry (46), (45) would follow by
means of the affix' (47):
(45) /klu:g-heit/; r-s, -V, +FemJ; Y x rx INS'!' (CLEVER yl1
Before turning to phenomena of conceptual shift, I will point
out a type of variation which is actually qUite regular, strictly
following from the principles of affixation. What I have in mind
is the fact that nominalizationslike Eroberung (conquest), ~rh6r
(interrogation), Identifikation (identification) can'refer to actual
events', while this is a dubious claim for nominalization like Hoff-
~~ (hope), Meinung (opinion), §1~ube (belief), IntentioQ (inten-
tion). What they can refer to, are ment~l states, attitud:s, or
something of that sort, but not events. Analogous comments apply to
Lage. (position), Haltun9 (posture,- attitude), Geltung ~value, vali-
dity), Haftung (obligation), and many others. The problem we are
facing here is one of terminology rather than of substance. I am
using the'term event in a rather broad, but well founded, sense,
including states, processes, and proper events. (For some discussion
of the problems involved, see BACH (1986).) In general, the 'content'
of a proposition determines the sort of entity that can instantiate
it. Hence the proposition contained in a verb's SF determines
whether its referential e-Role goes for a state, a mental attitude,
a process, or an event. This choice is.....-admpLy carried over to the
derived noun through inheritance of 8-Roles. The entries in (26)
~herefore correctly predict the kind of variation just illustrated.
Lacking a better term, I will continue ~o talk about event nomina-
lization.
Cx INST t v Y J]
, A ~
V Y X
I
C+Prl
Q Ix INST PJ
C+V, -N, AFi]-i (48) /zajj;
(49) /PF/; C+N,,-V, •••];
state) reference of the derived nouns. Let me note in passing that
(47) accounts in fact for the semantic relatedness of Klugheit and
Klug-sein, if we assume the independently motivated entry (48) for
the copUla (see BIERWISCH (1988»):
The feature C+ Prlis to be construed as identifying a non-direct-
ional PP, a predicative NP, or an AP to be a-marked by the copula.
Suppose now that klug is such an AP, if the morphological features
rAN, 'QJ are dropped from its GF" and may thus become the internal
argument of the copula. Hence /zay/ would take (46) asa phrasal
argument, wheres /hajt/ would take it as, a laxical argu~ent, the
former using functional appllcation, the'~etter,functional compo-
sition. As a consequence of functional application, the SF oZ (46)
to~ether with its a-Role substitutes for v in (48), which by further
lambda conversion yields the SF of (45). The nominal character of
Klug-sein must be assumed to be due to Gerund formation of the type
mentioned above.
Returning to semantic variation of event nominalizations, we
notice that event nounS,whebher de-verbal, de-adjectival, or basic
elements, alLshare the configuration (49), where P is a proposition:
The variation between states, processes, and events in the narrower
sense simply follows from the content of P. On the background of
this generalization, we will turn to the problems of conceptual
shift. A well known Qnd Widespread phenomenon relevant here is the
result interpretation shown in the following examples:
(50) (a) Die Ordnung der BUcher kostete ihn drei Tage.
A~ranging the books took him three days.
(b) Die Ordnung der BUcher war schwer wiederherzustellen.
The arrangement of the books was difficult to restore.
(51) (a). setne Rekonstz-ukt.Lon des vorgan~s war rasch ebqesohLoaaan.
His reconstruction of the event was quickly finished.
(b) Seine Rekonstruktion des vorgangs w~r irrefUhrend.
His reconstruction of the event was misleading.
, )
x rx INST r z JJ
y rCLEVER yl
,
z,
r+V,+N,AN,QJ'
r+N) +V, AN, Q1;
(+N, -V, +Fem);
(46) /klu,g/,
(47) /hajtj;- 38 - - 39 -
1. The most important observation is that the type of ~ariatiOri, we
.are considering now'mu~t in no'way be taken as a specificity of
event nominalization, or derivational morphology, for that matter.
The variation simply reflects the overall phenOmenon of polysemy.
More specific~lly, the alternations illustrated in (50) - ~53) are
strictly parallel to those observed e.g. for basic items like book,
The result emerging from an event can vary between a state, i.e.
another event in the general sense of the term, as in (SOb), and
a physical object, as in (52b). Within that range, further variation
is possible, as ~hown in (53), where (a) refers to an eveEt, (b)
an object, end (c) an imagined event or object, depending on what
the planning is· about:
(53) Peter hat die tlberdachung (~) geleitet (b) abgerissen (c) ge-
plant
Peter (a) directed Ch) destroied (el planned the roof con-
struction
Thus it seems that the choice of the result instead of the event
interpretation depends to a large extent on the contextual setting,
more specifically on situational and encyclopedic knowleqge, i.~.
concep~ual information relevant to the context.
Likewise, the character of 'the result is determined by the con-
ceptual knowledge related to the type of ,event, just as the,type
of event was s~own to depend on the propos~tionit instantiates.
This observation is directly related to the fact that result inter-
pretations are difficult to obtain, if at all, for verbs like
springen (jump),~ (ride), werfen (throw), zweifeln (doubt),
deklamieren (recite), since in these cases the events do Rot lead
to a result distinguishable from the occurrance Qf'the event itself.
Hence Sprung (jump), ~ (r.ide), Wurf, (throw), Zweifel '(doubt),
Deklamation (recitation) refer to the event, no~ a result of ,it.
T~ere are numerous complications involved here, which I will not
pursue any further. I will rather turn to three general points to
be made here.
(54) (a) Die Ubersetzung
The translation
(b) Die tlbersetzung
The translation
(e) Die Ubersetzung
The translation
original.
~, novel, newspape~, which can be used to refer - among others _
to an informational structure of some sort or a physical object re-
presenting it. Similarly, school, parliament, university, bank, etc.
refer either to a social institution, or a building where the in-
stitutionis Lccatied, As I have argued in BIERWISCH (1983)'0 those
alternations -- alongside with various simila~ changes -- are deter-
mined by conceptually motivated shifts creating varying families of
cOricepts clustering around the respective core concept. One of the
important points of these families is that they relate concepts of
different ontological type -- such as abstract structures, physical
objects, social institutions, events or processes, and a numer of
others. Without going into the farreaching -- and largely unexplor-
ed -- problems ar~sing here, I ·willmerely p~int out that the shift
in interpretation of event nouns participates in exactly this sort
of shift creating families of concepts. Two observations will sup-
port.and clarify the claim a bit.
First, the resurt" interpretation of event nominalizations parti-
cipates under-appropriate conditions in the type of shift just
mentioned with respect to ~ etc.:
der Bibe! 'war in wenigen Wochen abgeschlosse~
of the Bible was·finished in a 'few weeks.
der Bibel enthalt elnige Fehler.
of ,the Bible contains some errors'.
der Bibel 1st dicker als das Original.
of the Bible is more voluminous than the
The event of (54a) is 'shifted to the resulting information struc~ure
in (54b) ,and this into the representing physical object in (54c) ..
Under sufficiently specific conditions, the event-interpretation is,
by the way, available even for nouns like' book:
(55) It was only after his second "book that he became famous.
Secondly, ontologicallydifferent concepts can simultaneously"inter-
pret one and the same expression, if ~heir relation is sufficiently
~lose. This ,is born out e.g. by conjoined predications requiring
different types of entities as argument, as in (56):
(56) The book is entertainging, inexpensive, and easy to take along.
Gebiets wurde unterbrochen.
of buildings in the area was interrupted.
Gebiets wurde·eingeebnet~
the area were leveled down.
(52) (a) Oie Bebauung des
The construction
(b) Oie Bebauung des
The buildings in- 40 41 -
likely to exhibit a great deal of systernaticity, constraining spe-
cific idiosyncrasies._ With respect to LS, which we are primarily
interested in, the question will primarily concern the status of
'complex lexical items, to which I will return.
Suppose now, for the sake of argument, that the alternation
illustrated in (50) - (52) would have to be reflected in LS, i.e.
in the SF component of the entries in question. A natural way to
incorporate this assumption in the present framework would require
representations like (58), besides the event interpretation (59):
(58) Ordnung: x y £ c' z RES e1 : fe INST !y ARRANGE xJJJ
(59) Ordnung: .Q y z, Z INST ry ARRANGE xU
the proposition 'Z RES e1 ha? a fairly, wide range of interpretations,
all identifying z as an entity resulting from the event e, where z
mig~t be another event (or state) "produced by et or an appropriate
type of object that comes into being ,throughe'. The proposition
'z RES eJ is connected to the rest of the SF as a precondition to
be met for the rest to be applicable. (Technically, this is indi-
cated by ,the colon, -which is to be construed as an SF-constant of
category (O/O)/O) .It is now easy to realize that (58) would result
from (59) by means of the operator (60) combining with (59) through
functional compOSition:
For (v e] to be a component of category a, v must be of category
0/1, hence the application of (60) to (59) skips only two of the
lambda operators, such that ~ r z INST !y ARRANGE xl] will, be sub-
stituted for v in (GO), where then e will replace the original va-
riable z by lambda conversion, yielding (58). So far, we have s.Lmp.Ly
exploited conditions on SF. But what could be the status of (GO)?
Notice first of all that there is an affix -at in German, which
derives result nominalizations like Derivat (derivative), ;Konzen-
zentrat (concentrate), R~sultat (result), Kondensat (cQndensation).
As already mentioned, -this affix is clearly distinct from the dummy
affix discussed earlier. As (61) shows, the entry of this affix
contains (60) as its SF:
r ex RES e1: C x e 1)
• A
-FernJ; x y
t+v! -Nl
• • v z r['z ~Z e1 : eve J:1 (60)
(61) /a:t/; C+N, V, -Masc,
(57) Peter hat die Uberdachung geplant, geleitet und wieder
abreiBen lassen.
Hence what shows up at the surface as a fuzzy domain of semL-:
predi~tability bothering research in word formation, must be ex-
plained in terms of the different factors involved, which then are
(57) shows that this holds for event nominalizations as well.
Further constructions illustrating the same fact, as well as the
conceptual limits imposed on it, could easily be adduced.
2. As these observations show, the availability of the different
interpretations under discussion emerges from conceptually'orga-
nized encyclopedic knowledge, including the ontological types a~d
principles underlying it. It is for this reason.that the variation
in question is in an important way indep~ndent of the lexical
system of particular languages. In this respect, the variation
discussed here is cruci~lly different from the phenomena involved
in idiosyncratic affixation.
The conceptual origin of the variation in interpretation does
not automatically imply, though, that it is not entrenched in some
way in' the lexical system. We will return to this question shortly.
3. The variation at issue results from an intricate mixture of idio-
syncratic and predictable conditions, albeit in a completely dif-
ferent way than the morhological idiosyncrasy in affixation. A
preliminary orientation in this fairly obscure area might be acnev-
ed if we realize that the actual phenomena are determined by (at
least) three different types of conditions, viz. those belonging
to LS, those belonging to the autonomous conceptual system, and
those belonging to ML, implementing the computational structure of
knowledge. The conditions in question differ in two distinct ways:
On the one hand, linguistic knowledge (including LS), an9 conceptual
knowledge are two au~onomous, though interacting, systems of mental
structure. On the other hand, both belong to the computational or-
ganization of knowledge which is implemented by memory structures
and mechnisms of processing, to which ML belongs. Now, ML need by
no means reflect in any simple and direct way the modular organi-
zation of the computational system it implements. The actual storage
in memory might well be a partial integration of linguistic and
encyclopedic information.- 42 - - 43 -
referential e-Role. Formally, the elimination of a e-Role can be
effected in the present framework by a free 'variable absorbed by
the pertinent lambda operator, as e.g. in the entry (19) for ~bar,
repeated here as (62):
(6~) (a) several of Johnts proofs of the theorem
(b) his premature criticisms of the book
Notice that it would not help to say that the PP's in (63) and (64)
are not oomplements, but modifiers of the head noun, because that
lould make the whole arg~ent circular. (As a matter of fact, (64a)
Notice now, that if (i) and (ii) are ~pirically correct gene-
ralizations, a nominal like destruction ejther takes complements,
~ut no plural .(due to ~), or it pluralizes, but doesn't allow.
complements (due to ionr). Hence (63) would have to be ruled out:
'63) (a) Each of the three destructions of Carthago
(b) John's .and Eve's conflicting reconstructions of the b~rglery
Other naminalizatLons are equally in conflict with the put~tive
generalizations:
Here, u and e each kill one a-Role of the verb -bar combines with.
If the generalization (ii) is empirically correct, the elimination
of e-Roles cannot appropriately proceed that way, since the number
of a-Roles to be el~inated by the result nominalizer would vary
according to .the verb it applies to. Th~s, however, is not the case
for (62). What seems to be necessary is an additional stipulation,
which says that inherited "~ptional e-Roles are automatically dropp- . .
ed from the e Grid of result naminalizations. This stipulation must
of course be a lexical property of .the result affix. 9ther affixes,
e.g. those deriving nominaIs. like Singerei and Getanze di$cussed
above might be marked for similar reduction of the inherited e-Grid.
I will not formuLat.e such az:t. additional operation on a-Grids, as I
have doubts about its empirical validity, for reasons to be dis-
cussed shortly. Suppose however for the sake of argument, that there
are two affixes -'ione and -ionr, the first,excluding pluralization,
the second excluding internal a-Roles. On this account, (iii) would
simply say that only nominals formed by -ion are subject to lexi~.
--r
cal drift.
[possrr,X u J e]] " x
C+V!-N]
(62) /bar/; C+V; +Nl;
Likewise, result nouns like Konstrukt (construct), Transform
(transformation), produkt (product) appear to require an affix
differing from (6r) only by its PF, hence forming a further entry
of a subsystem RN.
If (60) is therefore part of BLE anyWay, in fact the crucial
configuration of a specific sUbsystem of result affixes RN, one
might now wonder whether ~ertain.elements of EN have a homonymous
counterpart in RN. Under this assumption, the alternative krtter-
pretations illustrated in (50) - (?3) were cases of proper ambigui-
ty, originating from two different, but homophonous affixal heads,
much like e.g. kommt (come/comes) is ambiguous between Plural Impe-
rativ and 3. Person Singular Present, due 'to the ambigUity of I-t/.
The ambiguity between event and result nominalization would thereby
become ,a strictly structural phenomenon in LS.
Before Itm going to discuss reasons and means for an alternative
treatment, I will briefly show how some other putative facts about
event nominalization 'can be incorporated in this analysis.
The f~llowing generalizations are supposed to hold for event
nomin~lizationin English (se~ GRIMSHAW (1988) for a recent account):
(i) Only result nominals, but not event nomfnaLe' can be plura11zed
(ii) .Only event nominals preserve· the argument structure of the
verb, optionally suppressing certain argument positions,
whereas result nominals do not allow argumen~at all.
(iii) Result nominals, but not event nominals, are available for
more idiosyncratic interpretation (Le. for "lexical drift").
On the assumption that there 'are homonymous affixes for event and
result naminals, (i) is captured by a morphologi~al feature in the
GF of the event affix blocking the application of a Plural affix.
(ii) is slightly more complicated. We notice first that what
GRIMSHAW calls suppression of an argument is tantamoun~ to not
realiZing a e-Role -~ usually 'an optional one. As I have supposed
without"further argument, optionality holds for all but the desig-
nated a-Roles of npuns. (This assumption might be in need for
further elaboration, introducing certain dependencies between the
realization of optional e-Roles. I will not go into these refine-
ments.) The c~ucial point in (ii) is, however, that result nomina~s
are supposed to have nO,e-Roles whatsoever except, of course, ,the- 44 r - 45 -
The result nomihalizations in (66) seem to have properties of mass
nouns, and therefore no plural.
Agai~, things are more complicated with (ii), primarily because
of the constraints on adnominal complements in general and the
dependencies involved in the realization of optional complements in
particular,.. Without going into these intricacies, it is easy to see
that result nominals may have complements. In (66), we have the
AccusativeS-Role of the verb realized by a Genitive NP, as required
by structural Case assignment of nouns. In (67), the Genitive NP
realizes the designated 6-Roleof the verb:
is the paradigm case that motivat~d the analogy of nominal and verbal
constructions in CHOMSKY (1970), which would be pointless, ±f the
nominal did not' have arguments.) Moreover, (63a) does not even seem
to rule out the event interpretation, as it could well be the subject
of came as a surprise or began with a siege.
I cannot go into the interesting details concerning these con-
structions, but I will point out, that (1) and (ii) donlt ho~d for
German. Notice, incidentally, that (iii) becomes pointles~under
these circu~stances. It ~t is neither pluralization nor lack of
argument structure a drifted noun characteristically shares with
result nominalizati~n, than it-might just as well be said to have
drifted from an event nominalization. At least for nouns like
Sitzung (meeting, session), yorstellung (performance), or Spannung
(voltage) this is more plausible th~n the intervention of a result.
As to (i), there are clear violations in both directions. (65)
illustrates pluralized event nominalizations, (66) shows that result
nominalizations do not necessarily allow pluralization:
(65) (a) Seine drei Sprtinge tiber, die Latte eroffneten den Wettkampf.
His three jumps over the pole opened the competition.
(b) Die Umdispositionen des Dirigenten zogen sich tiber Tage hin.
The rearrangements of the conductor went bn for-days.
(66)(a) Er
He
(b) Er
He
lie£ die Bebauung(?en) des Gebiets einebnen~
had the buildings in the area leveled down.
rtigte die strikte(xn) Isolierung(*en) der Haftlinge.
criticized the strict isolation(*s) of the prisoners.
'~7) (a) Die Uberlegung{en) des Direktors war (en) bekannt~
The consideration(s) of the director was/where well known.
(b) Die Disposition des Produzenten wurde mehrfach revidiert.
The disposition of the producer was repetedly revi~ed.
Thus, there is no reason to assume that result nominals are depriv-
ed of the'S-Roles event nominalizations inherit from the verb.
Notice that even the dependencies in the realization of optional
a-Roles do not conform to this distinction. For both event and
result nominals, there seems to be a preference to assign the
Accusative S-Role of a transitive verb base, rather than its de-
signeted a-R~le, to the Genitive NP governed by the nomina~s in
question. And once again, this preference can be overridden for
both event and result nominals by semantic conditions: If we replace
des Produzenten in (67b) by~der Aufftihrung (of the production) the
swrcch in a-Role assignment is mandatory; 'The sarne holds for the
event nominalization in (68), if we replace der Aufflihrung by des
Produzenten:
(68) Die Erlauterung derAufftihrung dauert~ mehr als eine Stunde.
The'explanation of the production took more than an pour.
To summarLaee Although there is more to be said about the r eaLdaa-
tion of optional a-Roles, conditions on pluralization and argument
structure cannot p~ausibly be reduced to different entries for
affixes derivin~ event 'and result nominals, respectively. Hence
a different accQunt ~or the alternation in question is needed.
Given the ear'LLer observations ooncern.rnq erie conceptual origin
of varied interpretation", tJ:1e natural assumption seems to be that
w~ are dealing h~re with a ;henomenon of conceptual, rather than
lexical structure. This might in fact be the correct solution to
the problem. It is, however, difficult to evaluate without a better
understanding of the principles of" conceptual structure and its
interaction with LS. I will therefore outline an alternative pro-
pOSal, accorqing to which the distinction between event and result
nominals is repr~sented in LS without invoking actual ambiguity of
affixes -- or separate complex lexical entries, for that ,matter.
The essence of the proposal is the assumption that LS provides
restricted (and conceptually motivated) means to adaptcompositio-
nally derived SF representations to the reqUirements of conceptual•
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~n~erpretation. To make this proposal more concrete, I, will assume
that affixes for event nominalization have the properties discussed
in' section 3 and 4, systematically specifying cond~tionsforre-
ferehc~to ev~nt5. suppose now that the contextual requirements on
interpretation, deriving both from the syntactic environment and
the discoursesett~ngof the resulti~g complex entry, are at var-
iance with reference to the event type thus determined, but would
be met by.reference to t~e resul~ emerging from that event. 'Thus
for example the compositionally derived entry Ordnung (arrangement)
might regularly'appear u~der con~itions, where its ordinary repre-
sentation given in (59)' would be ln~ppropriate, while the expansion
given in (58) would grant a conceptually coherent interpretation.
As already pointed out, the necessary expansion can be effected by
'functional composition~ applying (60) to (58) as its argument. Let
uS assume" therefore, that Lshas available the operator/loO),
repeted here as (68):
Let me call (68) an SF-templet. As the availability of (68), and
SF-templets in,gerieral, is the main point of'the proposal under
discussion, I w';ll add' a few comments.
1. The main contribution (68) makes to the SF of an entry it applies
to is the component Cz RES e1 based on the constant RES, a primitive
,provided by UG. However, this componeht must b~ interlocked with
the~ SF of the event nominal in specific ways: Added as a precondi~
tion;the component must switch, the binding' of the referential
a-Role of the noun from the variable representing the event to that
representing'its result. Therefo~e~ the device effecting,the result
interpretation cannot simply be the result component, but must be
the more complex configuration .(68) •
2.~his configuration, as we have seen, is to be identified as the
defining structure of the affi~es eff~ctihg result nominalizatiori.
As' an sF-tempiet, however, it does not carry any gr~atical infor-
mation, neither assigned to the lambda operat?rs, nor as a GF~com­
ponent~ (68)ls subject totbe standard condition~ on SF: The lambda
operators ate prefixed to ,an SF~expressiori of category 0, the
structure of which'requires the variables v and z to be of category
0/1 'and 1, respectively. Hence as a whole, (6~) is of category
~ ~ z x (ex PLACE-OF yJ : C z y 1J (69)
P is a va~iableof category 0 to be fixed bya propositional cQn-
dition specified by encyclopedic knowledge (the power plant acci-
dent, for the case at hand); R' isa parametp.r of category (8/1)/1,
conceptually f-ixed by a relation connecting the event x and the
object ¥ identified ~y the predicates contained in Tschernobyl. In
BIERWISCH (1987), I have discu~sed atemplet of a somewhat different
type, which provides a gradable reading for absolut adjectives like
5I.E~, ~, ~ etc.
For a numpe~ of reasons, which ,need not concern us here, (69) can-
not be the actual templet, but it Ll-Iustzaees the gist of -the gene-
ralization of SF-templets. In a similar vein, the phrase ein Jahr
nach Tschernobyl(one ye~r after Chernobyl) clearly requires an
eventrLneexpr-etiat.Lon of the NP Tschernobyl, which 'could be effected
by the follOWing templet" given again,in a merely suggestive form:
(70) Z' k UX INST PI: rx R yl r .r z y .n
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(O/1) / (0/1r. a functor that combines by functional 'composi t.Lon with
an argument in tihe saine way as affixes do, .hu t; not on the basis of
grammatical information. It therefore cannot have any sy~tactic or
morphological, let alone phonological consequences or conditions.
It is in fac,t a 'purely' semantic change constrained by the st.ruccure
of the expression to be interpreted. With necessary precaution, one
might think of this operation as a kind of invisib~e, pureiy seman-
tic' affixation.
Although these hints need a/great deal of clarification, they
should suffice to give 'an idea of the function of SF-templets.
4. In a sense, then, SF-templets are well formed SF-configurations,
floating around in LS, as they are not attached- to any grammatical
or phonological information. They are ayai~able'if need arises to,
achieve conceptu~l interpretation. In order to prevent this propos-
al from vacuousness, the existence of those templets must be
restricted on principled grounds. ,I will therefore, assume that each
3. The proposal is not completely'ad hoc. AS,I have conjectured in
BIERWISCH (1983), the semantic phenomena of conceptual shift might
be the res~lt of SF-templets in a more'general way. For instance,
,the place~interpretationfor school, bank, etc. might be ~ffected
:?y a ~emplet of the following type.
ct. RES sl , r v e 1] (68)(71) la) Dde
The
(bl Die
The
(e) Di~
The
- '>8
SF-templet has to be supported in LS by its occurrence as a
(distinguished part of a) proper lexical entry. In other words,
LS-templets must be estab~ished on independent grounds on the SF-
level of LB. For the templet creating result norninals, there are
two sources t a direct and an indirect one.
The entries directly supporting'(G8) are the result affixes of
the subsystem RN, exemplified by (61). As already pointed out, (68)
results from (61), if only its SF and the prefi~ed lambda operators
are picked out.
(68) is. furthermore indirectly supported by complex entries of
LE whose SF is that of a re$ultnorninal, but cannot be reduced to
a fully predictable, i.e. virtual entry. Abfall (garbage) might be
a case in point, because its specif~c condition·(the result must
be useless) does not compositionally arise from stem and affix.
(we will turn to these phenomena below.) Those complex entri~s
suPP?rt (68) only indirectly, as they do not exhibit the ~emplet
explicitely, but only the configuration that ,would arise from its
application, if there were an appropriate stem.
The interesting point about indirect support of th~s sort is
that it exploits the same mechanism by which proper affixes are
established, if our comments on their acquisition and the switch
~rom actual to virtual complex items are correct. On this account,
indirect support is not an ad hoc stipulatLon to justify SF-templet~
but follows rather from general principles determining the orqanf,-.
zat.Lon of LE.
If this account of conceptual shift is on the right track, it
gives thevariablity of interpretation a principled sta~us between
proper ambiguity (as e.g. in~) and mere vagueness (as exem-
plified by.e.g. the variety of interp~etationsall meeting the
conditions of write). Le~ical ambiguity has ,two (or more) structures
fixed in LE, vagueness does not specify differences of interpreta-
tion in terms of LS at all~ Conceptual shift does not fix alterna-
tiye interpretations in LE, but it allows possible options to be
represented in ~erms of SF. It c~nstitutes, so to speak, an elusive,
i.e. improper,type of ambiguity.'
Wi~h this construal of conceptual shift, we have got a fairly
plausible account of what is 'systematic, and what is idiosyncratic,
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from the point ,of view of LSi in the variable interpretation of '
derived nouns: SF-templets, which must be supported by LE, provide
the systematic patterns chanelling the flexibility of conceptual
interpretation. The variety of factors inherent in the conceptual
domain impose the idfosyncrasiep of interpretation. What is idio-
syncratic from the point of view of the lexical system might, of
course, bei strictly systematic according t9 principles of con-
ceptual knowledge.Thi~is a natural consequence of the autonomy
of the computational systems involved.
In sum~ then, the SF-templet proposal requires almost no arbi-
trary stipulation; it mainly exploits independently motivated as-
sumptions about LS, from which it derives a fair, range of plausible
consequences. It is based .on certain general assumptions ab0ut the
:organisation of LS and the division of labour be~ween LS and the
conceptual system. Especially the latter assumptions are anything
but obvious, given the present state of knowledge about the con-
ceptual system. Therefore, a,better understanding of the conceptual
system might lead to revision of the proposal under discussion.
Since the explanation of the event-result-alternatio~in terms of
prdper am~iguity seems to be inappropriate, however, the only real
alternative to the present proposal would have to trea:t the ,al,ter-
nation in question in purely conceptual terms~ without any inter-
vention of the lexical system. This alternative does not seem to
lead in the right direction, though. I .will ~herefore tentatively
adopt the present proposal in the remainder of this paper.
Result interpretation is obviously not the only option available
for event nominalizabion. A slightly more restricted, but still
pretty general possibility ~s the m~ans or instrument interp~eta­
tion, as illustrated in the following examples:
Isolation des Kabels war defekt.
isolation of the cable was defective.
Verpack~ng'der Waren ist zerbrechlicher als der Inhalt.
packaging of the goods is more fragile than the content.
Polsterung des ~essels ist aus reiner wolle.
upholstery of the armchair is all woollen.
Cases like these are transparent, dS they are related to regular~
event nominalization by a temp~et that shifts the reference from the
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~v~nt to the means or materials needed"xor the event; to happen. A
cruc~al side effect of this sF-templet is that.it blocks the desig-
nated 'a-Role of the underlying verb. The SF-templet ~n question
must therefore be somethin9 like (72):
In the way described earlier, y eliminates,a a-Role of the under-
lying ver? -- more specifically: its designated a-Role, as v must
be of cat~go~y (0/1)/1, hence substituted by the SF of the verb
plus' its designe~ed and referntial a-Roles '--, e transfers the
b~nding of the referential a-Role of the verb to the new referential
8-Role x.
Whetner (72) is directly supported by ~ proper affiA is not
quite clear, depending 90 the analysis of instrume~t nominalizations
like~ (drill), Ordner (file), Ventilator (ventilator), Konden-
sator (condenser), etc. It might in fact be, that these nouns are
baseq on affixes, by which (72) would be supported in the way des-
cribed above. In any case, (72) is supported iridirec~ly by entries
in CLE. Pertinent exempLea are Leitung (cable, pipe)', Liege (day-
-bed), Glotze (Tv-set (coilaquial», Nahrung (food), probably
W6hnung (residence), to 'which I will return below,Heizung' (heating),
Kleidung (clothing), etc. As a matter of fact, the distinction
between cases like those in (71) 'andthe latter examples is not
quite_clear. This is a n~tural consequence ·of the nature of semantic
separation; to which we turn .shortly.
It might furthermore be noted that result and means' interpretation
are not clearly disfinguishable eith~r in certain~ses. Consider
e.g. (73), where the object referred to might be construed as the
result or the means of the event:
,
(72) -v x t[x MEANS-OF eJ tt v y 1 e 1l
of fact, undecidable cases of this sort are fair~y widespread and
well known, so that I may refrain from further exemplification.
Although the problems_ of conceptual shift are by no meansex~
hausted, the basicm~ch~nismrelating idiosyncrasies to principles
of ,LS should be ,clear enough. I will therefore turn 'to semantic
separation.
The main factors involved in semantic separatiqn have all been
introduced, hence further discussion can be restricted to same com~
men1;.:=;.
,1. To begin with, entries subject to semantic separation are ordi-
nary entries belonging to CLE. What makes them complex, rather than'
, basic, entries f's the existence of elements in LE matching in part
~'their representatior; in such a way that- they would result from them
by regular compositional'prqcesses of LS. Therefore Vater (father)
and Mut~ '(mother), although ~haring all. of:thei~ SP' and a-Grid,
except the component MALE and FEMALE, respectively, are not complex,
because this correspondence cannot be related to more basic entries
in LE. Nahrung however, in contrast to ~ts English aquivalent food,
is complex, as, part of its representation is matched by' that of .
~, and, another part by that of the verb ~-~. I will not try
to come up wi~h a more systematic definition of. the required ~or-
.respondence, as I believe that it would be spurious for .reasone to
be discussed immediately. Suffice it to say that e.g. Richter
(ju4ge) is in CLE because of ~~-~ and -~, w~ile Tochter
(daughter) 'should be in BLE. Notice that what is essential is only
the fact that entries that axe clearly not in BLE' can be identified
as such. Hence. borderline cases .like Zeitung do' not create diffi-
culties.
(73) (a) Die Markierung der Baume war verblaBt.'
The marking of the trees has faded out.
(b) ner- Anstrichdes aauees blattert ab;
The coat of paint of the house peels off.
Such ambivalence is precisely what should be expected under the
SF-Templet proposal: As templets are purely semantic, their inter-
vention has no overt gr~atical consequences. They cannot even
create'unresolved ambiguities in cases like (73), -where the con-
ceptual interpretation might in fact be u;equivocal.As a matter
2. With this proviso, the main point to be made with respect to
s~antic separation is this: A complex lexical entry'willswitch
into a virtual entry in the sense discussed in connection with (29)
and (30) above if, and only if, its SF completely' arises by syste-
matic processes of LS from the entries Fequired' in (30) (a) and (b)"
(The systematic processes in question might now be allowed to in-
culde the application of SF-templets.) From this perspective, se-
mantic separation is the char~cteristicproperty of a complex entry
in ·CLE that cahnot besw~tched into an element of VLE because of
, .(75) (a) Die
The
(b) Die
The
(e) Die
The
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its SF. The components in SF that prevent the switch are its idio-
syncratic properties.
3. On ,this account, we'can specify the degree of separation in
terms of the specificity of SF-components that prevent the switch
to a virtual element. Although an absolute measure might be di(fi-
cult to define and. probably lacks empirical content, a comparative
evaluation will usually'be available without difficulties in prin-
ciple. Notice that this is a natural extension of the ~orQhological
evaluation'discussed above into the domain of SF; with this degree
of separation at hand, we can ea~ily account for the blurred border-
line between CLE and VLE, or between conceptual. shift and semantic
separation, for that matter. Consider a case like Wohnung (residen-
ce, place of living). On the One hand, it derives by regular af-
fixation from the ,verb wohnen (live, reside), if th~ sp-templet for
meane-dntier'pr-et.et.Lon is available, and if'furthermore the entry' for
Wohnung does not contain additional conditions the object referred
to must meet, leaving these for contributions ~o be made byency-
clopedic knowledg~. The status of such additional cQnditions is a
~ajor source for difficulties in specifying a precise borderline
between CLE and VLE. On the other hand, Wohnung does not allow a
pr~per event interpretation:
(74) ~Die' Wohnung in Hamburg verliefwunschgemaB.
The resicence in Hamburg passed as desired.
This means that the proper composition with -~ does not yield a
virtual entry for wohnen. But then, there is no re9ular entry to
which the means-templet could apply. Inoth~~'words, even if~ohnung
did not contain id~osyncratic conditions an the object referred to,
because these are supplied by encyclopedic knowledge, it would ~ot
derive regularly via event, ~ominalization. This then is .another reason
for keeping it in CLS, albeit at the verge of virtuality. (Notice
that these considerations conCern the status/in,LS exclusively:
Wohnung clearly is a fixed and stable element of ML.)
Examination of further cases would .bring out more intricacies,
but the principles, constraining idiosyncrasy in semantic separatio~
should be clear enough.
4. It should 'also be clear that the diagnosis of seman~ic separation
as Lexd.ceI drift' makes serrse only withrespeot to the virtual item'
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to wqich an entry' would switch if it were not blocked by additional
idiosyncratic 'components in SF. This t~ivial observation must not
be construed as. -necess ar-Ll.y implying a one-directional dependence,
say by (g~adual) accumulation od idiosyncratic information on the
basis of a virtual entry. As a matter of fact, just the inverse
might frequently be the case. Thus the noun R~ktion (gov~rnmen~)
as a technical term becomes virtual, relying on the affix -t-ion
(a,s in Aktion (action», just in case the -independ~ntly"existing
verb reg-ier-en acquires the correspo~ding representation as a
technical term. Hence semantic separation is a systematic relation,
not a deve~opmental process, although it, might be involved in actual
lexical change.
Let me conclude this section by mentioning one proposed principl~
of lexical or'qeni.aet Lon 'that does not determine phenomena of seman-
tic separation and conceptual shift. The principle of contrast pro-
posed by Eve CLARK (1988) excludes strictly synonymous entries from
the lexicon. Suppose that this principle holds for LS. (It cannot
hold for affixes, but this is a side issue.whic~ we might ignore.)
What we would expect en tihLs .aaeumpt.Lon is that verbs allowing two
alternative event nominalizations 'exploit different sF~tempiets to
avoid synonymy. Pairs like Wendung /' Wende seem to follow this pre-
diction, the letter, but not the former being largely restricted to
event 'interpretation. Slightly less idiosyncratic, hon-native ped.rs
like Identifizi~rung / Ident~fikatio~, Individuierunq / Individua~
!~, SUbstituierung / Substitution however clearly contradict' this
prediction, as the following examples show:
Isolierung deS-Kabels wurde rasch abgeschlossen.
isolation of the cable was q~ickly completed.
damit erreichte Isolierring des Kabels war llickenlos.
isolation of the -cable thus achieved was complete.
Isolierung des Kabels bestehtaus Gummi.
isolation of the cable consists of rubber.
This alternation between event,result, and means is. a f~equent pat-
tern that applies 'e.q~ to Abdeckung (covering), Verlangerung
(lengthening) , Ausbau (extension), Ubergang (transition)" and
several othe~s. The relevant point here is that in (75) Isolierung
can be replaced throughout by ~tion without any dif~erence.
These examples indjcate, moreover, that the principle of contrast- 5'1 -
40e5 not even seem to hold for ML in any strict way.
It might be noted in passing that these rem~rks do not apply to
reglemented terminologi~s, where different affixation is sometimes
.~ploited in systematically controlled ways. In general, however,
synonymy shows up in'different places, not only in nomip~lization:
manchmal,gelegentlich, clann und' wann, hin und wieder, ib und zu
(sometimes, occasionally, now and then) all seem to have the same
range of interpretation, just as Orange and Apfelsine (oEange),
Geige and Violine .(violin),' anfangen and beginnen (begin), and
quite a few ochers ; ,What'we probably do have in ML is a preference
to exploit synonymous items if conceptual differences are to be
fixed. In cases like (75), this preference simply is not irivok;:d.,
(For some'discussion of the rath~r different' role the principle of
contrast is supposed to play, in word acq~isition"seeGOEDE (1989).)
6. variation involving a-Grids
The discussion of event nbminalization, its idiosyncrasies and
semantic variation was based throughout on the theory of 'affixation '. .
3ketch~d in section 3. According to this theory, affixation rests
on systematic operations on a-Grids, following the principies,of
functional composition and resultlng in e-Role inheritance. The
operations are highly restricted and canno~ affect 6-Roles that are
sk~pped by an affix, and hence inherited by the derived entry, in
any'idiosyncratic way. Event nominalization in particular does not
change the a-Grid of the base at all, except for automatic conse-
quences emerging from conditions one-Grids., tn this ~ection, I
will discUss certain'ca~es that seem to be at variance with these
assumptions~ violating the principles of e-Role inheritance at least
apparently in one way or the other.
The first problem concerns yerbs requiring an obligatory reflexive
pronoun that must not carryover under nominalization (event no~
to' be taken ~n the general sense disctis~ed above, including states
and processes) .
(76) (a) sich arger n '(be vexed) 1trger (vexation)
(b) sich schamen (feel ashamed) Scham (shame)
(c) sich sorgen (worry) sorge (worry)
(d). sich interessier~n (be interested)I~teresse (int~rest)
(e) sich bemtihen (take pains, Bemlii;lung (pains)
(f) sich efinnern (remember) Erinnerung (remembrance)
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In order to account for' these cases, we have to take a look at re-
gular reflexives the dummy reflexives in (76) contrast ·with.
According to standard assumptions, reflexive pronouns must be
licensed by a a-Role assigned to them, which in turn requires Case
marking, and they must be bound,by an antecedent NP. a-marking and
Binding depend on morphological and syntactic conditions, which I.
will take for granted. The ~emantic effect of these conditions
amounts to a somewhab, special kind of lambda conversion: A copy of
the antecede~~ (or rather its SF) is substituted for the variable
bound by the discharged 6-Role, i.e. by the lambda operator to be
j 'i •
eliminated. I will leave the technical details aside. The main
point to be noted ist this: The a-Role assigned to a reflexive
pronoun is an ordinary internal a-Role to be used in regular
a-marking, as shown by the contrast in (77)-and (78):
(77) Er Ihat sieh nicht bewertet.
He didn1t value himself.
(78) Er hat d~n Kandid~ten nieht bewertet.
He didn1t value the ~andidate.
Hence ,whatever is special about reflexives with respect to morph~­
logy, syntax, and semantics cpmes in through the reflexive pronoun.
These properties carr~ over under event norninalization, as far as
generalpondftions allow. Theseconditio~sare as follows: Instead
of the Accusativ structurally assigned by the verb, the derived
noun assigns Genitiv to the same a-Role. NOW, in German, there is
no morphological Genitiv of the reflexive pronoun. By way of com- ,
pensation,- one gets (79);
(79) seine Bewertung seiner selbst / des Kandidaten
his valuation of himself / of the canaidate
In German, this adnorninal reflexive is somewha~ marginal, while in
E~glish, due to different morphological conditions~ it is more
natural. The, .prefez-red option in German (and possibly in English
as well) would be. the compound Selbstbewertung (self-valuation). I
will not discuss the speci~ie properti~s of this possibility.
Now, the crucial point about absolute reflexive,verbs like those
in (76) is that t~e a-Role· they assign 'to the pronoun has a peculiar
status: It is am improper a-Role in that its lambda operator runs \56 - 57
(81) (a) verargern (an~oy) Verargerung (annoyance)
(b) beschfunen (make ashamed) Besdhamung (shame)
(e) frustrieren (frustrate) Frustration (frustration)
(d) -enttauschen (disappoint) Enttauschung (disappointment)
(e) Lr'r-LtLeren (irrita.te) Irritation (irritation)
(f) begeistern (inspire) BeqeLatier'unq' (enthusiasm)
The next problem to be discussed concerns nomihalizations like
(81) ,
reflexive argument. Notice that other arguments car-ry over as usual,
available for optional realization, as in sein Interesse fUr Musik
(his interest in music), corresponding to er interessiert sich.flir
Musik (he is interested in music) .
Idiosyncrati~ constraints might occur, however. Thus the (op-
tional) ~Role lexically marked Genitiv, by means of'which the
reason of being a~hamed ?an be realized, is not inherited by the
nominal: Besideser schamt- sich der Frage (he is ashamed of the
question) we do not have xseine Sch~m der Prage. What we do find is
seine Scham wegen der Frage from er sdhamt sich wegen der Frace (he
is ashamed because of the question). As restrictions like theEe
s~em to be unpredictable, ~ must show up,in CLE, inspite of th~
fact that most of i~s properties are pr~ictable.
These cases are based on transitive verbs referring to an eveht ,that
brings about a certain mental state of the person specified by the
direct object of the verb. Whether or not these verbs are to be
analyzed as,proper causatives, might be 'left open. The crucial point
to benoted is that the, event nominalization baaed on these verbs is
given the result interpretation with practically no exceptton: What
VerargerunQ xefer-s. to is not the event of producing someone I s an-
noyance, but rather the result of this event, viz. the annoyance of
the person in quesci.on, Hence '~he result-templet discussed above
automatically applies in these cases, switching the reference to the
state the verb would denote after stripping away the causative
component. This interpretation is accompanied by a corresponding
choice of the internal a-Roie: (82) (a) and (b) correspond to (83,a)
but not to (83b). Hence (J2c) is ungrammatical.
~ Cz INST 'SHAME yll
~ ~
r-v, -NJ; 7 y
C+Refl]
vacuous 8-Rolss seem to be subject to the following
not bind a variable in SF. Thus in simplified terms,
entries like (80):
(81) (a)
(b)
A referential a-Role cannot be~mproper.
An improper 8-Role is structurally assigned the feature
r+ Impers], ,-if it is designated, and th'e feature C+Refl]
if it is internal.
Improper designated a-Roles corne with so-called weather-verbs and
-udject Lves, as in as regnete (it rained), as war kalt (it was
cold), their feature r+ Impersl is short for the grammatical cha-
racterization of,the dummy subject ~. The point at issue here is
the improper internal a-Role, requiring a reflexive pronoun for
structural reasons. (~ence the feature C+Refll ~n (80) need not be
listed in the lexical entry.) The semantic effect of this refle~ive
remains just 'as empty as that of the dummy subject ~,. The occurence
of an impro~er designated8-Role reflects the extended a~criterion
of" CH·OMSKY(198~), accbrd~ng to which verbs require subj ect.s, the
occurence of an improper internal a-Rol~ is a lexical idio~yncrasy
of the p~rtinent entries. It is not completelyarbitrarYrthough:
Many of th~ veFbs in question'are actually intransitive ,counter-
parts'to transitive verbs. The absolute reflexive verbs ~re related
to them by some sort of de-causativisation, retaining the (by nOw
improper) internal 8-Role from the corresponding causative. ~rgern,
interessieren, bemUhen, erinnern in (76) are all of ~his type.
Given this independently motivated analysis of improper 8-Roles
in general and obligatory reflexives in particular, :he properties
of the pertinent event nominals follow automati?ally if we make the
rather natural assumption that improper optional a-Roles cannot be
~e~lized. We might in' fa~t say that they disappear from the a-Grid
altogether. As naminatization renders internal O-Rolesoptional,
the improper ones cannot be marked [+ 'Reflexive], but rathe~ diS~'
appear: This explai~s why we cannot have xdi e Scham seiner selbst
or xdi e Selbstscham, alongside with die Achtunq seiner selbst or
Selbst~chtunq (self-respect) ,assigning a pr.oper a-Role to a
Improfler, L. e.
conditions:
(80) /tl1,m/;
idle, it does
we would haveThese abservations raise two questions, one concerning the SF of
the derived nominal, the other its a-Grid. Consider first the SF
in queat.Lon, For the sake of argument, we might assume thatthe ,
verba in (81) 'have entries 'of the following sdmp.LdfLed general fo:;om:
(84) IFF/; -(+V, -N]; xy 2 r.z INSTCry CAUSE el: !e'INST t.P xl1lJ
P characterizes a mental state of x instantiated by e, which in turn
is caused by y. Obviously, P must be specified in different ways
for the verbs in (81). On this assumption, the result referred to
in the corresponding nominals could be identified byee IN,STeP x]J.
Are we to 'suppose. then, that this is in fact the SF of the derived
nominal? Two reasons are in .fevou.r. of' this assumption: First, it
gives a plausible account of the required SF, viz. an instantia~ion
of a mental state, of x, where x used to be th~ variable hosting ,~he
object of the~verb. Second, it would support an ~ppropriate ~ Grid,
namely a designated, referential a-Role for the statee, and an
internal a-Role for th~ argum~nt of the mental state predicate P,
while no a-Role for the cause of the mental state could be· in the'
Grid.
TWO reasons argue against this assumption; though. The first is
of a_rather general, theoretical nature. According to the basic
assumption about affixation pursued here! an affix can, by way of
functional composition, enrich the SF of i~s argument, as shown ,in
the case of -b~ or the result affix -at, but it cannot eliminate
any material from SF. 'The proposal under consideration, however,
would require the component Cz INST 'S CAUSE el,l to be eliminated.
Hence, either the principles of affixation are in need of general
revision, or the nbmihals in (81) cannot be related to their verbs
by 'affixation, but must ,simply, be listed in LE. It goes without
saying that an SF-templet cannot be supposed to ~o things its sup-
port~ng affix is un~ble to do, so that the considered SF canno~-be
-aasumed to arise via nemp.Leti-eappLddabd'on ,
(82) (a)' Peters Verargerung
(b) die Ver~rgerung P~ters
(c)*die Verargerung des Larms
(83) (a) (der Larm) verargerte Peter
(b) Peter verargert (jemanden)
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(Peter's annoyance)
(the annoyance of Peter)
(the annoyance of the niose)
(the noise annoyed Peter)
(peter annqyed somebody)
I
1
I
I
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The second reason is an empirical one, which in a wa~ supports
the first one. The relevant fact is illustrated in (85):
(84) (a') Peters Verargerung durch den Larm
Peter1s b~ing annoyed by the noise
(b) Die Verargerung tder Bewohner) durch den Larm dauerte an.
The annoyance (of the ~nhabitants) by the niose continned.'
Not only does the cause of the resulting effect show up in these
constructions, it is also obvious that the event referred to,by the
head noun, is the event instantiating -che causation of a mental
state, rather then the mental state resul~ing from ·it. Hence the
generalization made abo~e on th~ basis of (82) and (83) !was not
fully correct. The identification of the result in question with
~the caused mental state is the natural o~tion, b~t it can be over-
ridden under appropriate conditions, which foreground the regular,
. ..compositional _event nomfnaLdaacLon.,
If these cons~derations are correc~, the nominals in questi~n
will have the following representation (assuming here result inter-
pretation) :
(86) /FF/; C+N, -V,...l;
xy :2 crz RES e']:teIINSTCCy CAUSE e1:'e INS'!' 'P x 1.1"3" .
We now have, two parameters in SF not bound by a lambda operator,
viz. the e I brought in by the result ·templet, and the e dnherLeed
from the underlying "vexb, Since in vari~u,s _- but; not all""""- cases
RES and CAUSl!: are converse relations, it·,follows ,that inte~preting
e. as the preferred value for z is a natural.opt'ion.• '(I' ref~ain from
spelling out .the details motivating this assumption.)
The, account of the nominals 'Ln (~1) derived 'so far provides a',
result interpretation, which contains the basis for both (82) and'
(85), where '(82) emerges as the special (preferred) case, if the
two related parameters ar~ fixed by ~he same value. This account
does not r~quireany additional stipulation in LS.
There remains, however, a problem to b~ solved with rega~d to the
a-Grid in (86). As it stands, (86) has the correct referentiAl
a-Role ~, and furthermore two inheritea internal (hence optio~a~)
a-Roles' ,y and ZO. Of these, however, only Q can be realized, 'while
y must a~ways be omitted, as shown by th~"unqrammat.LcaLf.t.y of (826),,:
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without going into technicalities, we might assume that in some
way passive morphology eliminates the designated a~Role of a'verb,
introducing' a corresponding, feature into'its GF. With this proviso,
the desired elimination 'of the inadmissible a-Role inJ8o) would
(89) (a) ver~rgert sein (be, annoyed)
(b) beschfunt sein (be ashamed)
(c) frustriert sein (be frustrated)
(d) enttauscht sein (be disappointed)
(e) irritiert sedrr- (be irretated)
(fl begeistert sein (be enthusiastic)
While in the standard entry (88a) the variable x is of category 0,
in (88b)' it must be of category (0/1)/1. trow y, not being bound by
a lambda operator in this configuration, will eliminate the in-
admis sLbLe e-Ro Le from (86) in the way discussed earLi.er. ·This
amendment introduces an otherwise unjustified ambiguity into the
specification of event nominalization. (Notice tha,t (88 b) must not
apply to the majority of cases, including the reflexive verbs dis-
cus~eq above.) A somewhat more'motivated possibility comes qp if
we realize that the nomin~ls under discussion are more plausibly
related to "passivized"" verbs, rather than the 'actual transitive.
Hence instead of the verbs in (al), the nominals would have some-
thing like (89) as their base:
Notice that thiS holds also for (?5), where the PP must be consider-
ed as an ~djunct rather than the realization of an argument. This
follows from the fact that it cannot be inherited from the verb,
where the cor~esponding phrase would be an adjunct as well:
(a?) . t.renana) veraz-qert e Peter durch den r.arm,
(Someone) annoyed Peter by the ni?Se.
Both in the verbal, and the nominal construction this adjunct adds
an instrument to the everit referred ~o by the head.
t t id of the second a-Role in Hence what we need is a way 0 ge, r
(86). Formally, this could be achieved by adding (8Sb) as an alter-
d th SF 'f the EN affixes, repeted here as native t~ the a-Grid an e ' 0
(88al'
result, if event nominalization,applied to the passive stern, rat~er
than the underlying active verb. Although this approach ~eems to me
t9 point in t~e right direction for both empirica~ and theoretical
reasons, there is a fair amount of difficulties to be clarified,
which I cannot dwell on here. Hence I will leave it at that.
An equally intric~te prOblem is connected to another variant o£~
.result ~nterpretation. Compare the case~ in (90) with those in (91)
(90) (a) Seine Beschreibung des BiIdes lag be! den Akten.
His description of the picture was in the files.
'(b~ Er sammelte die Rezensionen seines ~omans.
He collected the critiques of his novel.
_(91) (a) Ihre Kompositionen lagen auf dem Klavier.
Her compositions l~y an ,the piano.
(b) geine Erzahlungen glaubte niernand roehr.
Nobody believed his narrations anymore.
All relevant nomdnaLa require result interpretation, referring: to
objects emerging from the evept. The specificity of cases like (91)
is that the resulting object is in a sense-provided by the verb,
somewhat like 'the resulting state was determined by the verb in the
cases discussed before. The difference is, however r that the object
in question could be denoted by the grammatical object of the verb,
while no such syntactic realization was involved in the resulting
s,tate.lntuitively speaking, result nominals like those in (9f)
se~ ,to refer to the grammatical object of the verb rather than the
event it denotes. More technica~ly, the referentia~ a-Role in-no-
minals like these is based on the object a-Role, rather than the
-referential e-Role of the verb. This intuition seems to be born out
by the fact 'that ,the object a-Role is in fa~t not available for an
optional complement in cases like (91"): contrary to (90 l, where
just these complements show up, _constructions like (92) are odd:
(9?> (a)?Ihre Kompositionen von Ball~den lagen auf dem Klav.ier.
Herr compositions of ballads .Lay on the piano.
(b) Seine Besitzung (~des Landgutesl bei Rom wurde verkauft.
His possesio~ (of ~he country-seaE) near Rome was ,sold.
According ~o these observations, the relevant entry e.g. for Kompo-
~, derived from komponieren with the entry (93), should be
(94) ,
r r x 'y ] z 1
~ z
~
x
r+V~-Nl
(b) ~ C xl
I r+v,;"'Nl
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an occupied object is construed as different from the unoccupied
one; ObViously, the lexic~l SF is not the appropriate place to fix
those decisions.
It is now easy to see that the" identification of the resulting ob-
ject referred wo with the grammatical object of the underlying verb
_is tantamount to the identification of x 'and Z,. This identification
~:is in fact reminiscent of the identification of the resulting state
with the state caused by the event the verb refers to in the cases
discussed above: technically th~ iden~ificationof z with e in (86).
There .is a cructal difference, though: whereas in (86) theidenti-
fication concer-ned the choice of a free parameter, in (9"5) it Ln-
;volves two variables b?undby lambda operators. Furthermore, one of
these operators"viz. ~ in the case of (95)', mus:t be" barred under
the interpre~ationin question, in order to block cases like (92) ~
This observation suggests a plausible s'okut.Lon to the problem con"
cerning th~ derived a-Grid of the type of object nominalizationwe'
are COnsidering.
Let us assume, as before, that the ref~rential a-Role of a noun
is indispensibler "i.e. ~ in (95) has to be realized in any case. We
furthermore ob~erved that the distinction between "effected" and
"affected" object is subject ,to conditions of conceptual context:
the referent ofth~ object is ~dentical ~o the result of the event
for comE9~, it is distinct from the result in set to music, and it
can be cOnstrued' either way in cases li~e produce,
Let us suppose now that identical values for aiffe~ent variables
might be '~efl~cted in SF. Und~r the: present ~onditions; this wbuld
mean t~at x in (95 ) is to be replaced by a., depriving ~ of its per-
tinent variable. On this account, ~ b~comes an1ffiproper a-Role,
which is furthermore optional and w~uld -- acording to the above"
assumption about improper a-Roles -- disappear from the-a-Grid.
What we get is the a-Grid"y ~ in (95), which corresponds to the
a Grid y j(' in (94) in the desired way. We thus have derived the
/kompos-it-ion/;
; y Z' CCz RES el
r+N, -V, +FemJ;
: fe INST Cy COMPOSE
we have
i.e.,
xlII
stipulated entry (94),
result i~terpretation,
~hat instead of the
nominal, subject to
then,
event;
Suppose,
the regular
(95) ,
(95'>
(93) /kompon-/; C:+V, -N, •••).; X y ~ Cz INST ty cm~OSE xlI
(94) /kompos-it-ion/;r+N, V,+Fem]; y ~ CZ INST ry COMPOSE xl)
(94) has the object(s) composed as its referent, as desired, and
the composer as its onlyint~rnal a-Role. If (94) is supposed to'
derive from (93) by affixat~on -- as it morphologically should' --
theil, of course, an addit.ional (subsystem of ) affix{es) is nec-
ess~y. Semantically, the affix is straightforward, as no chang~
in SF is needed. The problem lies w.ith the derived 8-Grifr. The dif-
fi~ulty is not the elimination of the origin~l refe~ential a-Role
~; we already know how this could be done. The problem is rather
the ~ecessary inversion of the designated and the internal a-Role
:>£\the verb. 'Thi~ effect can in no systematic way be achieved by
functional composition. Hence the required affix' would not :only
introduce unwanted ambiguity into the system of affixes, but it
,would spoil basic principles of affixation. Let us look th~refor~
for another solution.
/
Notice first of all that the distinction between the ordinary
result interpretation of.eyent nominals and the object-nominali~
aabdon under consideration is in moat; cases rather, subtle ~ even
elusive. To mention just a few examples: Lieferung (delivery/
things ,delivered), Anklindigung ( ann?uncement), Sendung(sending/
transmission), Produktion (production) are open to different. con-
struals -- even under the result/object-perspective -- depending'
on the,conceptual sett~ng of the interpretation. 'Hence resorting
to explicit ambiguity seems to be at variance with the nature of
the phenomenon, given the ~~re general pbservations about v~riable
interpretation'. Furthermore, the admissibility of ,object-based
complements depends on highly specific semantic conditions.' Re~
placing e.g. Komposition by Vertonung (musical setting) would
r~rl.def (92.a) acceptable, simply b~cause the' resulting object is not
" .
the referent of the grammatical object in the case of vertoneri (set
to music). NOW, "whether the event or process referred to by a given
verb follwos the pattern of komponieren or vertonenoften depends
on spec+flcconditions of encyclopedic knowledge: producing a film
fol~ows either composing. or setting to' ~usic, dep~nding on factual
asp~cts of ~h~ event in'question, hence the result interpretation
of ProduKtion might behave either way. The result interpretation
of Erober~ng under this perspective switches depending on whether- 64 -
intended result, without arbitrary stipulations introducing unmoti-
vated ambiguity or weakening the theory of affixation ~n arbitrary
ways. The only additional assumption to be made is that conditions,
determining the value,for'a variable ~n conceptual structure must
be reflected in SF, affecting, moreover, the composition of the
a-Grid. Whether this stipulation is correct, and under which condi-
tions i~ applies, remains to be peen. It clearly leads to the cor-
rect result in the present case, but its conseq~enc~s in general are
to be explored. There is, however, one piece of supporting evidence
to be mentioned here.
Object interpr~tationof' result nominals appears to crea~e a
particularly st~9ng motivatiqn for semantic separation. Dichtung
(poetry), Besitzung (posseSS.ion; estate), Meldung (announcement,
report) are caSes of diffe~ent sort. In the light of the above con-
siderations, ~he fixed identification of the original object a-Role
with that of the result referent gives rise to lexical drift, l~ad­
~ng to actual inste~~ ~f virtlia1 complex entries.
It seems that semantic separat~on ~ust also be invoked for inci-
dental cases, where the designated 6~Role of the verb seems'to be-
come the referential 8-Role of the nominal, as it happens to be the
case in {one of the readings of) Begleitung (company). Besides other
idiosyncratic features, e.g. its mass noun like pr0perties, it is
more closely related to agent nominaliz~tion (Begleiter) than to
event nominalization. I will not enter the discu~sion of agent
ncrnfnaLe in general and simply assume that,Begleitung, besides its
regular event .interpretation; has a fixed complex entry subje~t to
semantic separation.
It goes without ~aying that these comments do not echaust the'
wealth of specific problems and idiosynprasies connected to event
nomdneLraecf.on, They shouId sUffi~e,though, to indicate that a wide
range of idiosyncrasies', including those apparently involVing the
structure..bf a-Grids, can pla~sibly be related to general principles
of affixation.
7. Conclusion
Let me summarize the main points I ~aye tried to establish in this
study. Exploring a special domain of German grammar without being
able to achieve, or even to strive for, descriptive comple~eness,
I have pr!imarily beeh inte~~8ted in general principles underlying
the organization of the lpxical system LS and the way in which these
principles allow for and at. the same time constrain idiosyncratic
prop~~ties.I will first sketch the overall architecture of the
lexical system as it emerges from the proposals pursued here. I will
then ,summarize themai~ tenets concerning principles of affixation.
Finally I will draw some concl~sions from the types of -idiosyncasy
and v'arLat.Lon we have encountered.
To begin with, the lexical system LShas been considered as a
subsystem of linguistic knowledge as represented by the grammar"G
of a gdven l~nguage. LS is not an autonomous module of G, but rather
a modular system in ~tself, the modules of which ~nteract with, or
'pprt~cipate in, the computational processes of extralexical rules
and principles of G. The grammar G moreover interacts with other
computationai ,systems of the mind. In particular the representation
of semantic fOrm SF determined 'by G, provlde the interface with the
system of conceptually organized encyclopedic and situational know-
ledge.
~S -is the ~ubsystem of G that specifies the set PLE of possible
lexical entries. The gross architecture 6f LS cqn'be indicated as
follows:
LS comprises a structured set LE of lexical entries and several
SUbsystems of rules and princ~ples.
,LE contains, a proper subse~ BLE of basic lexical -entries.
BLE is devided into two subsets: Major lexical category entries
_and affixes; Affixes are organized in specifically structured sub-
systems (inflectional paradigms being a particular subtype of these
SUbsystems) .
Major category entries do not constitute SUbsystems in .BLE, but
presumably with respect to LE, which includes the set of compleK
lexical entries CLE.
Each lexical entry determined by LS is a specific data ~tructure
comprising four systematically related, components: (PF-, GF, a-Grid,
SF) • ~h~ rules and principle5 of LS determine the structure of per~
missible elements of LE ahdthe computational processes specifying
predictable, i.e. redundant~ information as well as combinatori~i- 66 -
possibilities within LS. Extra!exical rules and principles of G
determine the computational effect lexical entries have outside LS.
The systems of intra- and extra-lexical rul~s and principles
need not in generall:fe d:Lsj,oint, in other words certain principles
of the same module might apply both within and outside LS, other
modules might apply only inside or only outside LS.
The rules and principles o~ ~S are modular according to"the types
of lnformation (types of primitives) ana the levels of representa-
tion they apply. to.
Principles of. LS include thoseo£ (autosegmental and metrica~)
phonology, the structure of-GF-information and its projection, the
structure of a-Grids, .dependingon ~yntactic category information,
the assignment of feature~ to'e-Roles, the categorial 9~uc~ure of
SF, and the principles of functional appl~cation and composition.
,The interaction of these principles determines the set PLE of
possible lexical entries, i.e. the output of LS.
A proper sub&et of PLE underl~es the implementation of lexical
knowledge in the mental lexicon ML.
Turning next to the'more specific ass~ptions about the nature
of aff~es and affixat~on, we have noticed th~t all specific pro-
perties are 'dir;ectly or indirectly" related to one particular po~nt,
viz. the specification of the key-a-Role.
, . ,\
The defining.property of the key-e~Role is ,its lexical associa-
tion with a syntactic catego~y ~eature, as distinct from all other
a-Roles', which are e:tther lexically 'or structurally assoc·iated 'with
gr'ammatical features to be realized bya phrasal category. ~rom this ; , ,
property, together with general principl~s of LS, the following
characteristics of af~ixation·follow:
1.. Affixes cannot showup as Lndependent; lexical ent~ies" as they
look for ,a lexical category as their argument, forming a complex
lexical, rather than a phrasal category.
2. Because of this dependency on major category entries~ affixes
can have a "degen~raten "PF, i.e. a phonological structure that can
only be realized by means 6fl~ host on which it is superimposed.
Thus segmental alternation~ i~sertion of segment: ~nformat~on, and
zero affixation cease to be anomalies, becoming rather characteristic
possibilities of,affix -realization.
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3. Affixes are, due to their characteristic 8· Grid, functors that
take a lexical entry as argument.
4. As lexical .ep.tries in, general cOlP-,e with' th/?ir 0;10 unsatu'rated
a-Grid and are thus fun~tors by Lhemse~ves, af£ixes must combine
with their argument by functional composition, creating'a new,
complex functor.
5. As a consequence of,·,tnis, the derived complex element ,inherits
ail e-Roles of the argument of the affix whiCh the affix does not
a~sorb. Hence inheritance of argumeno structure follows as a natutal
by-product of functional composition.
6.- Affixes that are :proper heads of hhe derived entry (Le. suffixes
in ail languageswi-th right hand head Lnsfde LS) project: their cr-
compbnent to ~hedpminating node, specifying. theayntactic, gramma~.
tical and morpholbgical properties of the' complex entry. Although
they project syntactic features, whic~ define major "lexical cate-
gories',su:Efixes are not ma'jor lexical categories by themselves.
Tn other words: affixal heads nerive an X from a 'Y, but they are
no X, where X and Yare lexical categories.
7. As affixes combine by functional composition with majo~ lexical
entries, 'they may,'add componentie to the SF of these et;ltries, but
th/?y cannot delete intormatiofi from SF.
This highly interrelated bundle of properties accounts for most
of the intriguing phenomena discussed in the literature on affixa
tion.ln particular, the resuIts 9£ the seminal work of WI~IAMS
(1981) on argument struc~ure'anamorphology, and of its continuation
in TOMAN (1983) and other work on inheritance of argument structure
and on operations ~n a~Grids can be see~ to ,find their systemat~c
place within the framework developed ,here. More specifically, the
consequences, enumerated above 'impose systematically motivated,
highly specific constr~ints on the computatiqnal processes ,involved
in affixation.
Anotl1er dmpor-t.ant; property of affixat/ion 'is also crucially re-
lated, to the key-e RoLe, albeit.not; a's a 'logical consequence, but ,. .
-rather as an empirical fact abo~t affix~s as a characteristic device
of natural languages.
Affixes" are specific types of lexical entries, de~ined by the
occurrence of 'th~ key-a~R~le. Due to this specificity, they' consti-•
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tute structured subsysremsof BLE. ~ach subsystem is organized by
two types of information: (a) the invariant pattern (templet) of
the elements belopging to a given subsystem, (b) the distinctive
information defining the structurai position of each entry within
the system. As this information defi~ing the place of an affix in
BLE derives from its status as an affix, it can plausibly be assumed
to be associated with the defining characteristic of an affix, viz.
its :key-e-Role. The information thus emerging from the organiza~ion
of BLE constitutes the proper morphological features of LS.
The morphological informatio~ associated in this way with the
key-e~Role selects the idiosyncratic subclass ~f lexical en~ries
a given affix can apply 'to. On this assumption, the fact that idio-
syncratic morphological·selection is constrained to co~putational
'processes wi~hin LS, follows from~the assumption that affixes are
organized in subsystems impl~citely defining morphologic~lfeatures
as a sort of traffic information controlling pxoceases in LS'~ Notice
that in this way, morphological 'odiosyncrasy is defined as a logical
possibility, but not as a logical necessity of affixation: It may,
but need not be exploited. ·The way in which it can appear in LS is
controlled, however, by general principl~s of morphological feature
specificatiqn and assignment.
This leads to the th~rd point of ,these concluding remarks, namely
the'idiosyncrasi~sand variations involved in. event nominalizatioo;,
and in morphologica~ processes in general. As I have not looked at
phonological problems, these remarks will be confined to morpho-
logical and semantic phenomena. Two essentially different types of
facts, based on radically different mechanisms, have been considered.
The boundary condition for both of'-- them is the existence of com-
plex lexical entries, i.e. elements of LE n~t belonging 'to BLE.-
The first type.of facts has been called idiosyncratic affix~tion.
The type of information on which it is based is the morphological
features just mentioned. The mechanism by which these features ope-
rate is the key-and-lock-principle by means of which affixes/select
admissible stems they apply to •. Through .this mechandsm, affixes
proje~t, in a sense, the information contained in the structure of
affixal subsyst~s onto the set LE{in fact onPLE, as even virtual
entr~es can be arguments,of affixes). The crucial point is tha~ the
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idiosyncrasy resides, in the projectedlnformation, not in its origin
in! affiJ{;al subsystems. What may {but; need, not) be idiosyncratic is
the property of a given element of LE acco~dingto which it allows
to be the argument of a ~iven affix. The cla;sification of elements
of LE (or PLE) acc9rding, to tnese properties, which I bave assumed
to be represented as morphological features in GF, is the place o~
potential idiosyncrasy. The way in which proper ,idiosyncratic in-
formation of this sort enters LE (and it is only, elements of LE,
but not~irtual entries, that may contain'proper idiosyncrasies),
is throughelem~ntsof CLE which can pe switched to Virtuality, iri-
~ucing idiosyncratic information in their'constituent parts, more
specifically: in the GF of ,their stem.
The principle on' which the key-and-lock4mechanism is based is
essentially an: ext.enston of the ,assignm~nt and re~l'ization of Case
featu.~es. Cl;ssumed in the Ca:se-t~eory of CHOMSKY (1981):' ,Just as a
syntactic, 'argument, in 'ordel;' to be '''visible'' for a e-Role to be
assigned to it, -muat; realize apprGpriate' (abstract) Case features,
a lexical st~ must provIde the suitable kev-hole fOr thekey-e':Role,il'7
order' to become 'the argumenc. of an affix. The onLy difference Ls
the sort of fea~u~eSinvolved. Regular argument selection Outside
LS is'basedon grammatical featur~s, including'in particular Case
features. Selection of lexical arguments inside LS is based on
syntactic category features, associated by general convention with
rnorp~ological featuressp~cifyingthe possibly idiosyncratic key~ole
appropriate for the key-e-R0le.
The second type of facts concernes idiosyncrasies· of a c~uplete­
ly:different sort~ It-has been subdivided in two rather different
kinds of, phenOmena, the borderline between them frequently being
fuz~y for principled reaso~s.
The fi~st, and rather general, phenomenon is 'that of variable
interpretation available for lexical entries in general. Its motiva-
tion comestrom conditions of conceptuaiinterpretation, and the
phenomenon of particular interest has been.called conceptual shift.
I have suggested that the variable interpretation of derived riomi-
nals - especially evenb-,, r-esuLt-; and means-interpretation -- is
chanelled by a more generally available device called SF-templets.
'An SF-ternplet ~s to be COnstrued as a spurious lexical entry con-
sisting only' of semantic information plus appropriate lambda- 70 -
abstractors. As it does not carry phonological or grammatical in-
formation, it does .not overtly manifest itself; ,itsappli.cation thus
introduces a semantic specification which is between ambiguity'and
vagueness. rf·it is correct, as I -have supposed without furthe~ ar-
gumen~, .that S~-templet~ must apply within LS, it follows thatitheir
combinatorial properties'must _determ~ne intralexical computations,
i.e. SF-templets must correspond to affixes. (Actually, SF-templets
should allow for intralexical prcces'see in general, iIl:c.ludj.ng compund
formation. I will continue to ignore this necessary extension.)
Two further points are chanacbez-Lat.Lo for the device- in question'.
F~r~t, SF-templets, although improper, invisible lexical entries,
rou,st be supported, by .actualentries of ,LE. This suppor-t; is eLtihex
direct, if· an SF~templet corresponds to the templet-information of
an a,ctualaff'ix (or rather .of ail af~ixal subsystem), or indire,ct,·
if the templet' is the distinctive semantic information that would
switch an actual complex' element of LE ~nto a virtual element.
Seco?dly, the application df an SF-templet is triggered by the
requirements of coherent~onceptualinterpretation. The actual avai-
lability of an interpretation bound to an sF~templet thus,depends
on extra-lexical, in fact extra-linguistic conditions,' which might
be idiosyncratic f~om the point ~f view of LS (~nd G, for t~at'
matter) .
The, second phenomenon, called ,semantic separation, characterizes'
elements of CLE that cannot be rendered virtual, i.e. do ~ot reduce
to other' elements of DE by means of principles of LS, because of
'specific components in their SF. Semanric separation can be diag-
. nosed ,only with respect to a corresponding virtual entry ,to which
a .sep~rated entry would reduce, ,if it ,were deprived of its additicna~
{~.e. id~osyncratic) information.
F1nally, I have argued that the varLous types of idiosyncrasy and
variation do not· interfere with general principles of fun~ional
compos~tion and organization of e-G~ids. Apparent counterexamples
have been shown .to derive in general from independently motivated
boundary conditions.
Two general remarks ,might fin~lly be indicated. First, LS i&
equipped,on'generalgrounds with mechanisms ~o accamodate variatio~1
and idiosyncrasy. The crucial di~ference between these mechanisms
is this: While idiosyncratic 'affi~ation, i.e. n~rphological idio-
syncrasy, is explicitely represented in LS by means of morphological
features, idiosyncratic variation 'of aemarrtLc-interpretation (a-
part from semantic separatu.on, which is simply listed. in CLE)' is not
made form~lly explicit in LS, although inVisible means to aghieve
it are supported by LS. In somewhat simplified terms: 'm-orphological
idiosyncrasy is -par-t; of LS, while 'semantic var-Lat.Lon i~ only sup-.
ported by SF, but.not manifest in lingUistic structure.
Secondly, the different'properties of idiosyncrasy and variation,
and the different types of mechanisms on which they are based,
clearly show the modular organization of LS. As a matter of fact;
the two.aspects frequentl~ mixed up in explorations in word forma~
tion, are practically unrelated. Tt,teydo not merely deal with differ-
ent principles of computation.
It seems to me that acknowj.edc.Lnq this essenrLa.Lj.y modular nature
of affixation, and of the organization of LS in general, together
with th~ specification of the global ~chite6ture and the detailed
principles of LS eme;gi~g un~er this perspective provides fairly
interesting perspectives for the study of morphology and lexical
knOWledge in general.
Let me note in conclusion that the overall picture of the lexical
system exp6~nded here is 4efinitely oversimplified in essential
respects. TO,ment10n just two problems that do 'not easily fit into
the delimitation of the domain of LS assumed here: Clitics and
phrasal affixes are subject to crucially lexical conditions in some
respects, while they are essentially extralexical constituents in'
others. Likewise, idiolllS-are notoriously ph~asal in nature', but
subject to semantic separation in much' the same way as are complex
lexical entries. However, the adjustments or'modifications indicat~
ed, be these and similar problemswil~not sim~lY ~ndermine, I sup-
pOse, the proposals develop~~ here. They might ra~her be taken as
a challenge to speCify th~ nature and the limits Of'LS more cle~lY.- 72 -
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